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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This chapter consists of background, problem statement objective of the

research, significance of the research, and scope of the research.

A. Background

Literature is the aspect of human activities composition that tells a story, a

drama, an expression and feeling. According to Rees (1973:05), literature is a

permanent expression in words of some thoughts or feelings in ideas about life and

the world. While according to Boulton (1980:07) literature is a functional perspective

as the imaginative work that gives us 4Rs: recreation, recognition, revelation and

redemption.

Based on the genres of literature, there are three broad types of literature;

these are drama, poetry and prose. In this case the writer focused on play. Under play

we have: dance drama, radio and television drama, mime, pantomime, heroic and

morality plays. Principally however, they all come under: tragedy, comedy, tragic-

comedy and mellow drama. For now, we should note that drama is primarily written

to be performed or acted on stage. Therefore, the playwright usually writes his plays

character by character, scene by scene and act by act to forestall any confusion and to

ensure correctness during performance. The playwright can make the drama

based on the other literary work that has been existed before.
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The adaptation of literary works into other genres implications for changes in

the shape and structure of the story. For example, a novel may experience a reduction

or increase of the story when transformed into movies. The way of presenting the

story underwent a change, from the written form to form an image display. These

changes, of course, create other changes which cause differences between novel and

drama. When the drama was displayed, it will make any disappointment on the result

of the adaptation. This feeling is caused by the dissatisfaction of the people who

found a large of differences between the two kinds of the piece. This is because

reading a novel gave them a freedom to interpret everything in the novel. Meanwhile,

they couldn’t make it in the drama because of the limitation made by the director.

The limitations made by the director here are the characters, the situations or

occurrence. The main cause why the audiences meet the feeling because their

experiences found in the novel couldn’t be found in the drama. This case will be a

usual thing in process of adaptation because it always creates changes as effects of

the changes of the media and the interpretation. In this case, the literary work will

appear in a very different form.

Adaptation is the theory that used in this research. Therefore, the researcher

needs to have a deep understanding about what adaptation is. There are some theories

of linguists about adaptation, one of them is Hutcheon (2013: 08) who defines

adaptation as an acknowledged transposition of a recognizable other work or works, a

creative and an interpretive act of appropriation/salvaging, and last, an extended inter
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textual engagement with the adapted work. She adds that an adaptation is a derivation

that is not derivative––a work that is second without being secondary. With

adaptations, we seem to desire the repetition as much as the change. Hutcheon quoted

Fischlin and Fortier who stated that adaptation includes almost any act of alteration

performed upon specific cultural works of the past and relates it with a general

process of cultural recreation (Hutcheon, 2013: 9)

A play bound with duration causes workers have to be creative to sort and

choose important events to being played .Hence, memorable experiences for readers

when they read the novel are not always found at the time they watch the play results

of the transformation of a novel. Krevolin (2003:11-12) also stated that the perfection

of a play adaptation is not caused by conformity to the original novel. The play

adaptation is considered successful in catching the essence, spirit, and soul of the

original novel. So this is the key to successful play adaptation according to Krevolin

and does not do a transcription literally and focus on material source.

Datu Museng dan Maipa Deapati is one of well-known Indonesian true story.

It will become a material source in this research. The interesting story adapted into

English drama by BSI student in 2015. There are many differences caused by the

process of the reception toward a novel “Datu Museng dan Maipa Deapati” by the

play team production (scenario writer, director and producer). This is a problem

which often becomes a question for reader of the novel “Datu Museng and Maipa

Deapati” and also audiences of the play “The Endless Love Datu Museng and Maipa
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Deapati”. Therefore, this research is scientifically to answer the questions. It would

be very important when a novel is transformed to the play and change is a reasonable.

In this research, the researcher analyzed “ Adaptation of The Novel “ Datu

Museng & Maipa Deapati” by Verdy R Baso  into The Drama “ An Endless Love of

Datu Museng & Maipa Deapati” by BSI  in 2015” using a structural approach. One of

the reasons why the writer chooses this title is because the novel is the only work

which is adapted by BSI 2015 into English play. The researcher also wants to find out

more deeply about the adaptation in both of work. Another reason is that this is one

of the most favorite dramas performed by BSI in 2015; it can be seen from the total

number of the audience which, according to the Head of the Committee, Hardillah,

reached until more than 700 spectators. The last reason is because this is a story

which is based on the original story of Makassar in the colonial era of Netherland

colony.

B. Problem Statement

Related to the description above, this research is aimed to answer the

following question “What is the adaptation of The Novel “Datu Museng & Maipa

Deapati” into a Drama entitled “An Endless Love Datu Museng & Maipa Deapati” by

BSI  in 2015 using a structural approach”?
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C. Research Objectives

Based on the question above, the objective of this research is to describe the

adaptation of The Novel “Datu Museng & Maipa Deapati” into a drama “An Endless

Love of Datu Museng & Maipa Deapati” by BSI in 2015 (a structural approach).

D. Research Significance

The significance of this writing is that this study gave benefit to Adab and

humanities faculty especially to English and literature department. Because of that,

the writer divided it into two benefits of the writing; they are the theoretical benefit

and the practical benefits:

1. The Theoretical Benefits

Academically, it helps the one who interested in literature especially

the student in Adab and Humanities Faculty. Furthermore, it helps in

understanding many aspects of adaptation literary work into other genre.

Researcher expects this research will be one of the great resources to other

researcher who are interested in observing the same field.

2. The practical benefit

Practically, it helps the researcher to know the importance adaptation

and structural approach. In addition the playwright can use adaptation theories

into the adaptation literary work.
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E. Scope of the Research

In this research, the writer would restrict the problem of the research only in

original historical tale of Datu Museng & Maipa Deapati, how adaptation of The

Novel “ Datu Museng & Maipa Deapati” by Verdy R Baso  into The Drama “ An

Endless Love of Datu Museng & Maipa Deapati” by BSI  in 2015 (A structural

approach). In this paper, the writer will use a structuralism approach and adaptation

theory.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

This chapter contains the previous findings, the theories by several experts

which will be used to analyze the problem statement. There will be an explanation

about pertinent ideas.

A. Previous Findings

The writer presents some previous findings, which related to this research, as

follows:

Mahanani (2013), in his thesis entitled “Kajian Transformasi dari Novel

Laskar pelangi karya Andrea Hirata ke Film Laskar Pelangi karya Riri Riza”. The

thesis aimed to describe forms of transformation of a plot and characterization of

novel laskar pelangi to the movie Laskar Pelangi by using theory of alih wahana and

ecranisation. This research used descriptive qualitative method, the result shows that

the transformation of the novel laskar pelangi by Andrea Hirata to the film Laskar

pelangi by Riri Riza is the process through  the addition of the movie scene, the

reduction of the story of the novel, and variations in the movie and novel. The

research findings are changes from the story like the death of Pak Harfan, the

reduction in the movie like Trapani and his mother who got medical treatment at Zaal

Batu and some variations we can see in the movie but we cannot find in the novel.

Besides, there are some characters that do not appear anymore in the movie like Drs.
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Zulfikar and the appearance of a new character like Pak Mahmud, Pak Zulkarnaen

and Pak Baki.

Aderia (2013) in her thesis entitled “Ekranisasi Novel ke film Surat Kecil

Untuk Tuhan”. In her thesis, she wrote the analysis of both novel Surat kecil Untuk

Tuhan by Agnes Davenor and the film Surat Kecil Untuk Tuhan by Haris Nizam.

This research used descriptive qualitative method; the main research finding is the

description about the similarities, differences of the events in the novel and also the

film Surat Kecil Untuk Tuhan. The one of the differences is found as there are 112

episodes in the novel of Surat Kecil Untuk Tuhan but only 69 episodes are told in the

film. The similarity is that 32 episodes of the novel are told the same in the film.

Based on the previous findings above, there are some similarities between

those researches and this research. We can see that all of them analyze a novel, just

the same as this research. Even though, the titles are not the same, all of the

researches mentioned above talk about the adaptation from a novel into another type

of literature.

Nevertheless, there are also some differences between those researches and

this research. This research will analyze the adaptation from a novel into a drama and

not only focus on the plot, characterization, setting, theme, but the researcher will

adding the some elements, such as ; point of view, tone, style the author/ figurative

language, and the moral value. Furthermore, the researcher will apply structural
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approach and adaptation theory. While others researches above talked about the

adaptation of a novel into a film and used ekranisasi theory.

B. Pertinent Ideas

1. Theory of Adaptation

Hutcheon (2013: 8) describes adaptation as an acknowledged transposition of

a recognizable other work or works, a creative and an interpretive act of

appropriation/salvaging, and last, an extended intertextual engagement with the

adapted work. Ardianto (2014), in his thesis, stated that Adaptation is a manuscript or

text sticking in our memory which is not (directly) from the original source but from

different types of works by various repetition. Faubert (2010: 182) thinks that

adaptation will get a better position if invested as a project of culture than if exploited

like the previous work.

Hutcheon also defines the phenomenon of adaptation into three distinct but

interrelated perspectives to refer to the process and the product, they are as follows:

1) As a formal entity or product, adaptation is an announced and extensive

transposition of a particular work or works; it can involve a shift of

medium or genre or a change of frame and therefore context.

2) As a process of creation, the act of adaptation always involves both (re-

)interpretation and (re-)creation.

3) Seen from its process of reception, adaptation is a form of intertextuality:

we experience adaptations as palimpsests through our memory of other
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works that resonate through repetition with variation (Hutcheon, 2013: 7-

8).

In addition to discussing the type of adaptation Linda Hutcheon also explains about

the kind of relationship the medium with the audience, he divided it into three parts;

1) To tell; relate to the narrative in the form of text or literature, where

imagination arranged by text, and not equipped with pictures and sound.

However, the reader can stop reading and imagination in accordance with the

will, as well as can be held and felt by hand. Readers also can choose the stor

y or a sequence of pages that want to read.

2) To show; is part of the film and a stage show / stage. Spectator trapped in

powerlessness being forced to follow the plot according to the concept or line

performances. This mode also changes the imagination into reality straight

through the audience's perception. Visual and gestures represent a medium

complex unity. Musical accompaniment, dialogue and development emotiona

characters provoke audience to become emotionally involved in the story

telling built.

3) Interact with the story; the medium with a target that is not only with on

display, but merger of both. An example is the game interactive or machine, a

form manufacture film using virtual reality digital-based technologies. This

medium is electronic and is a combination (Hybrid) of audiovisual, text, and
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computer system. The strength of the medium is the posibility for the

audience to interact with the story that was built (Hutcheon, 2006: 26).

When models mediums are associated in a relation of adaptation, it

will be formed patterns:

• Telling Showing

Example: from the novel adapted to film/drama show (or vice versa)

 Showing Showing

Example: from film adapted into drama musical (or vice versa)

Stories shown in one performance medium have always been

 Interacting Telling /Showing

Example: from games adapted to film or comic grafis (or vice

versa)

Especially In the move from print to performance, it is usually the common

and familiar phenomenon of the adaptation of novels that comes to mind. Novels

contain much information that can be rapidly translated into action or gesture on

stage or screen or dispensed with altogether, admits novelist and literary critic David

Lodge. In the move from telling to showing, a performance adaptation must

dramatize: description, narration, and represented thoughts must be transcoded into

speech, actions, sounds, and visual images. Conflicts and ideological differences

between characters must be made visible and audible. In the process of
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dramatization there is inevitably a certain amount of re-accentuation and refocusing

of themes, characters, plot and all the elements intrinsic of literary work.

An adaptation is a derivation that is not derivative––a work that is second

without being secondary. With adaptations, we seem to desire the repetition as much

as the change (Hutcheon, 2013: 9). She also quoted Fischlin and Fortier who stated

that adaptation includes almost any act of alteration performed upon specific cultural

works of the past and relates it with a general process of cultural recreation

(Hutcheon, 2013: 9). So, adaptation is reprocess a literary work from one work into

another work which maintains the behavior, character, style and the original tone of

work.

As popular as an adaptation is, for some, written literature will always have

obvious superiority over any adaptation of it because of its seniority as an art form

(Hutcheon, 2013: 4). Driven by a critical abuse that “an adaptation is likely to be

greeted as minor and subsidiary and certainly never good as the ‘original’”, Hutcheon

is provoked to study about adaptation (Hutcheon, 2013: xiv). She states that

adaptation is not merely a formal entity, but is also a process (2013: xvii).

The aim of theory of adaptation is to tackle the subtle and not so subtle

denigration of our culture that still tends to value the “original” despite the popularity

of adaptations as a mode to retell our favourite stories, and to consider the ever-

winding range of forms of adaptations (Hutcheon, 2013: xx).
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The ways of storytelling––and story retelling––are changing daily. In this

digital era, digital is more than a platform. A particular interest to adaptation studies

is the fact that technology is also altering how we actually tell and re-tell our stories

(Hutcheon, 2013: xxi).

Adaptations are everywhere today, including television series. As Hutcheon

quoted from Newman, the move from literary to the filmic or televisual has even

been called a move to “a willfully inferior for form of cognition” (Hutcheon, 2013:

3). Television and cinema shares many of the same naturalistic conventions and

therefore same transcoding issues when it comes to adaptation. However, because

there’s more time available in television series, less compression of the adapted work

is required (Hutcheon, 2013: 47).

For an adaptation to be successful in its own right, it must make sense for both

knowing (the people who are familiar with the original work) and unknowing (people

who are not familiar with the original work) audiences (Hutcheon, 2013: 121).

Knowing audiences have expectations and demands––the more rabid the fans, the

more disappointed they can be. For unknowing audiences, however, adaptations have

a way of upending sacrosanct elements like propriety and originality (Hutcheon,

2013: 122-123).

When adaptations make the move across modes of engagements and thus

across media, which is, in the most common shift, from the printed page to

performance, they find themselves most tangled in the intricacies of the medium-
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specificity debates (Hutcheon, 2013: 35). The move from telling to showing and,

more specifically from a long and complex novel to any form of performance is

usually seen as the most fraught transposition. This is due to the fact that when

adapting a novel, it needs to be distilled, reduced in size, and inevitably, complexity,

in order to dramatize it (Hutcheon, 2013: 36).

Whether an adapted story is told, shown, or interacted with, it always happens

in a particular time and space in a society. Nations and media are not the only

relevant contexts to be considered. Time, often very short stretches of it, can change

the context even within the same place and culture (Hutcheon, 2013: 144). The

reception context determined the changes in setting and style. Adaptations of the

same play that are even decades apart can and should differ: cultures change over

time.

For relevance’s sake, adapters need to seek the “right” resetting or recontextua

lizing (Hutcheon, 2013: 146); in the same society, political issues can change within

time. Even within a single culture, the changes can be so great that they can be

considered transcultural, on a micro- rather than macro level (Hutcheon, 2013: 147).

Contemporary events or dominant images condition our perception as well as

interpretation, as they do those of the adapter. Economic and legal considerations,

and evolving technologies, play a part in these contexts (Hutcheon, 2013: 149).
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Robert B. Ray proposed that adaptation as an act of “quoting” from existing

work, in a context of a new “discontinuity”, so that the result will be a really new

work, not merely “cover version” (Ray, 2000: 44-46).

To audiences, there are appealing factors of adaptations that make them enjoy

adaptations. First, it is repetition without being replication, bringing together the

comfort of ritual and recognition with the delight of surprise and novelty; it involves

both memory and change, persistence and variation. As Hutcheon quoted from

George Kubler, “human desires in every present instance are torn between the replica

and the invention, between the desire to return to the known pattern and the desire to

escape it by a new variation. ”Adaptations fulfill both desires at once (Hutcheon,

2013: 173).

Adaptations as repetitions without replication point us simultaneously to both

possible ways of defining narrative: as a specific cultural representation of a “basic

ideology” and as a general human universal. They keep the prior work alive, giving it

an afterlife it would never have had otherwise (Hutcheon, 2013: 176).

Adaptation is how stories evolve and mutate to fit new times and different

places. Evolving by cultural selection, travelling stories adapt to local cultures

(Hutcheon, 2013: 176-177). We retell––and show again and interact anew with––

stories over and over; they change with each repetition, and yet they are recognizably

the same. In the workings of human imagination, adaptation is the norm, not the

exception (Hutcheon, 2013: 177).
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2. Theory of Structural

The structural approach in the study of literature understands as a theory

which considerers the elements of literature works as unified whole. In this theory, a

literary work is regarded works of literature as an autonomous structure that must be

understood to be intrinsically independent of historical background, authorship, and

the effects of the reader (Teeuw, 1982:60). In order words, in assessing the structural

theory of literary reading only what is contained in such literary works, regardless of

extrinsic elements such as author, historical society, and other outside elements that

build the work.

According to structuralist, literary works are only to be enjoyed, not to be

used as media criticism. In applying structuralism, the analysis can be done by

looking at whether the elements in literary works were interrelated, it can be said that

theory has a weakness, became it considers literature as a medium for entertainment

only, whereas in fact works of literature can provide more information that may not

have been known readers, if it is studied more deeply and not just based on its

intrinsic elements only. Other than that, a literary works cannot be separated from the

social community elements.

Structural approach is approach which is used to analyze literary work. A

structural approach appears because of the phenomena that developed in Genewa

with formalism. This approach is also named an objective approach (wellek &

Rene,1978;40).
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Abrams added that Structuralism comes with basic principle that focuses on

the verbal structure of the literary work and has the autonomy equality which can be

seen from three aspect of the work. The transformation means that continuation of the

transformation procedure can probably make the new from. While self-regulation

means that this approach has autonomy quality and it does not need order aspects out

the work itself as long as the meaning of it can be understood. To simplify

structuralism here, (Snyder, 2011: 47) a structuralist critique is looking for parallels,

echoes, refl ections, repetitions, contrasts, and patterns in a text, usually a prose

narrative, and examines these factors in the following elements of the narrative: plot,

structure, character/ motive, situation/circumstance, and language/imagery

When someone talks about structural approach, he has to define between

content and form. The contents include such as; the problems, thinking, philosophy,

and the central story. The structural approach sees the unity or totally meaning, one

aspect must be related with another aspects or it can be said also that one aspect  and

the other must be supported each other. Structural approach tries to see the literary

works as one system on the objective way, and the values that gives to the system

depends on the component of the work itself well. The structure of the literary work

determines as character, plot, setting, and theme, point of view, tone style (figurative

language), and Moral value.
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a) Plot

A plot is narration of event. In arranging the events of a story, the

author creates plot. According to Abrams’s that “plot is a sequence of

incidents or events of which a story is composed”. In general, according to

Gustav Freytag in Abrams (Abrams, 1981; 227) plot divides into four parts;

a) Exposition is the part in which the author introduces the characters,

scene, time, and situation.

b) Rising action is the dramatization of event the complication the

situation and gradually intensifies the conflict.

c) Climax is where the rising action (complication and conflict) come to

further development and to a moment of crisis.

d) Resolution is a solution in the story that performed in ending.

Plot of story deals with events that occurs in temporal sequence.

The events connect each other. Plot makes us aware not merely as element

in temporal series but also as intricate pattern of cause and effect (

kenney,1996;14).

b) Character

In fiction, a character may be defined as verbal representation of a

human being. Through action, speech, description, and commentary, authors

portray character that are worth caring about, rooting, for, and even loving,

although there are also characters you may laugh at, dislike, or even hate.
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Character may be flat. Minor characters; or round and ,major. The main

character in a story is generally known as protagonist, the character who

opposes him is the antagonist. Character is revealed by how a character

responds to conflict.

Every stories hinges on the actions undertaken by its main character,

or protagonist, a term drawn from ancient Greek tragedy that is more useful in

discussions of fiction than such misleading terms as hero or heroine.

Additionally, stories may contain an opposing character, or antagonist, with

whom the protagonist is drawn into conflict

Abrams (1981;276) says that “ character is people who are appeared in

a narrative prose or novel and it is interpreted by the readers as a person who

has moral quality and certain tendency such as being expressed in what they

say and what they do”

Major character is a character that plays an important role or character

that often appears in the story that gives some commentaries from the author.

The events in a story may change the reader’s point of view or attitudes

toward the characters. For instance, the readers feel hate, feel happy or feel

sympathetic to the character.

The character may be protagonist or anatagonist, major and minor

characters, round or flat, static or dynamic. Gill (1985: 129) says that; “A

character is someone in a literary work who has some sort of identity, an
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identity which is made up by appreance conversation action, name and

possibly thought on the need”.

From explanation above, people also know that some characters have

function as protagonist. Those who have, function as the main activator of a

story are also regarded as good, nice, kind, hero, etc. while antagonist is an

opposite of protagonist , usually  its unkind, cruel, bad, and always block the

protagonist’s action or becomes trouble maker for the protagonist. There are

few stages to analyze the character;

1. By action. How someone reveals himself

2. By word. What a person says is a key to know he or she is.

3. The physical appearance. This concern with the features of character

covered man or woman, attractive, the age, thin, quick or the skin

colour.

4. This social stage. It is pertaining to the human activity, economic, and

environment.

5. The spiritual existence. The formed an important thing from the

identity of man, the character is materialized in an action which reflect

the way  behavior, imagination, emotions, and the way of decision.

c) Setting

Setting is the total environment and period for the action of the literary

work. It includes the time, place, climatic, condition, and historical period
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during the action in the story takes places. According to Abrams (1981;274)”

In a literary work, setting is one of the most important elements which build

the story, because this element will describe the general situation of literary

work”.

Setting gives the basic of the story correctly and clear. The setting is

important to give realistic impression to the readers, created a certain situation

at a glanced is really happened. So, the readers feel easier to create their

imagination and participation to criticize the story.

1) Setting of Place

Setting of place directs to the location where the event happened in a

story. The use of setting which certain name should reflect the geographical

condition of place. Each place must have their characteristic, which

differentiate with the others. The description of the place is important to give

impression to the readers, because they will consider that the event really

happened in the place of the story.

Setting of place in a novel usually consists of several locations and it

will move from one place to another place because there’s a development of

plot and characters. Setting of place is decided by the accuracy of description,

function and the unity with another setting’s elements

2) Setting of Time
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Setting of time is related to the problem of when the event happens in

a story. The problem of when is usually connected with factual time, that has

connection with historical events. The readers try to understand and enjoy

based on the period.

3) Setting Of Society

Social setting directs to the problem which are related to the behavior

of social life in certain place and certain time in a novel. Social setting has

connection with the system of social life that contains many problems in

complex scope; it can be habits, religion, ideology, and the way of thinking.

d) Theme

According to Abrams (1981, 320), theme is the main idea or the main

point in a story. A theme most represents the whole part of the story, because

theme is a basic development of a whole story. Actually it is not easy to find

out the theme in a novel, the reader has to read the novel and understand what

the sorry tells about.

Stanton (2007:7) was stated that themes gives a strong explained about

the unity of what is happening in the story, and tells about the story of life in a

common context. The purpose of theme is to give a shape and effect in our

mind so make the story easy to remember. A good theme has to represent the

entire story in the novel. Sometimes the theme shapes in to the fact that comes
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from the human experience. It is explored by the story and then gives

impression for each other.

The theme of the novel is more than its subject matter, because an

author’s technique can play as strong a rule in developing a theme as the

action of the characters do. Sometimes because of the length of novels and the

various characters, conflicts, and scenes, found within them, reader can look

at different aspect of the work to uncover different interpretations of the

meaning of the tale.

e) Point of View

According to Goodman (2001,151)  point of view signifies the ways

story gets told the mode (or modes) established by an author by means of

which the reader is presented with the characters, dialogue, actions, setting,

and events which constitute the narrative in a work of fiction.

Authors have developed many different ways to present a story, and

many single words exhibit a diversity of methods. The simplified

classification below, however, is widely recognized and can serve as a

preliminary frame of reference for analyzing traditional types of narration and

for determining the predominant type in mixed narrative modes. It dealt first

with by far the most widely used modes, first-person, and third person

narration. It establishes a broad distinction between these two modes, then

they divides third person narratives into subclasses according to the degree
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and kind of freedom or limitation which the author assumes in getting the

story across to the reader.  It then goes on to deal brief with the rarely used

mode of second person narration.

Based on Abraham (1981,232) In a third-person narrative, the

narrator is someone outside the story proper who refers to all the charecters

in the story by name, or as “he,” “she,” “they.” in a first-person narrative,

the narrator speaks “I,” and is to a greater or lesser degree a participantin the

story. Abrams divided into three poits of view which they are:

1) Third-person points of view

a. The omniscient point of view

This is a common term for the many and varied works of fiction

written in accord with the convention that the narrator knows about the

agents, actions, and events, has privileged access to the narrator is free

to move at will in time and place, to shift from character to character,

and to report (or conceal) their speech, doings, and states of

consciousness.

b. The limited point of view

The narrator tells the story in the third person but stays inside the

confines of what is perceived, the ought, remembered and felt by a

single character (or at most by very few characters) within the story.
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2) First-person points of view

This mode, insofar as it is consistently carried out, limits the

matter of the narrative to what the first-person narrator knows

experiences, infers, or can find out by talking to other characters.

3) Second person points of view

In this mode the story gets told solely, or at least primarily, as an

address by the narrator to someone he calls by the second-person

pronoun “you”. This form of narration occurred in occasional passages

of traditional fiction, but has been exploited in a sustained way only

during the latter part of the twentieth century and then only rarely; the

effect is of a virtuoso performance.

f) Tone

Abrams (1981, 237) defined tone as the expression of a literary speaker’s

“attitude to his listener,” “the tone of his utterance reflects his sense of how he

stands toward those he is addressing” (Practical Criticsm,1929, chapters 1

and 3).  In more complex definition, the soviet critic Mikhai Bakhtin said that

tone, or “intonation,” is oriented in two direction: with respect to the listener

as ally or witness and with respect to the object of the utterance as the third

person, living participant whom the intonation scolds or caresses, denigrates

or magnifies (Discourse in Life and Discourse in Art, in Bakhtin’s

Freudianism). The tone of a speech can be described as critical or approving,
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formal or intimate, outspoken or reticent, solemn or playful, arrogant or

prayerful, angry of loving, serius or ironic, condescending or obsequious, and

so on through numberless possible nuances of relationship and attitude both to

object and auditor.

g) Figurative Language

Abrams (1981:63) explained that “figurative language is a deviation

from what speakers of a language apprehend as the ordinary or standard,

significance or sequence of works, in order to achieve some special meaning

or effect. Furthermore, Rozakis (1995:28) said that “figurative language-

saying one thing in terms of another”. It means that figurative language is an

expression used by person or the author indirectly by using the comparison. It

cannot be interpreted literally because the comparison in figurative language

expression has the meaning.” By this explanation, it can be said that this

expression is different from the language that we use in daily activity. The

deviation of language has occurred in figurative language. This figurative

language is often used as the technique to tell the story by the author. It is

used to obtain the effect containing the meaning behind figurative language in

which the use of it makes the description of the novel or plays more powerful

than the daily use of language or it is called literal language.

When the author uses figurative language to describe the story, he

usually trick the language because he wants to create the implied meaning that
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will make the readers think deeply about the meaning. In interpreting the

expression of figurative language, the reader will use the power of

imagination to imagine this expression and think what the meaning behind it..

In this study, the resaecrher uses the kinds of figurative language by

Rozakis (1995:33) because she explains it completely.

1) Simile

Simile is the comparison to express the thing is like another thing

explicitly. Rozakis (1995:36) explain that “A simile is comparison

between unlike objects introduced by a connective word such as like, as,

or than or a verb as seems.” Briefly, simile is the comparison of two

distinctly different things but it is considered the same as helped by the

connective words. In smile expression, other connective words that be

found are compare, similar to and resemble

2) Metaphor

The word metaphor comes from greek; it means to carry over.

Rozakis (1995:33) stated that “A metaphor is a comparison without the

words like or as. ” this statement is supported by Perrine (1983:571), he

declared that “in metaphor the comparison is implied-that is, the figurative

term is substituted for or identified with literal term.” From those

statements, we can get the point that metaphor is the process of comparing

two unlike things as if they are one. This thing happened because
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metaphor does not have connective words such as like, as, than similar

to, and seems determining them as figurative.

3) Personification

According to Rozakis, (1995:35) explained that “personification is the

attribution of human characteristics and/or feelings to nonhuman

organisms, inanimate objects or abstract ideas.” This statement is

supported by Murfin and Ray (2003:339), “personification is a figure of

speech (more specifically a trope) that bestows human characteristics

upon anything nonhuman, from an abstract idea to a physical force to an

inanimate object to a living organism.” Briefly, personification is the

expression of language to create non-human life as is human. So, this kind

of figurative language makes non-human can act, speak, and has emotion

feeling like human.

4) Irony

Irony derived from the word eironia, it means deception. Rozakis

stated that “irony states one thing in one of voice when, in fact, the

opposite meaning is intended.” Clearly, it can be proposed that irony is not

seen from what it is said but rather to interprete the meaning from the

context or situation.
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5) Hyperbole

Barnwell (1980:49) proposed that “A hyperbole is a deliberate

exaggeration, used for emphasis and dramatic effect.”. Hyperbole or

overstatement is used to cause the effect and reaction from the reader such

as serious, ironic, and humorous.

h) Moral Value

Values of literary work are complex and hard to define. They are not

directly observable, but are an essential part of any literary work. They

provide an intense support base for literary work. For example, values are

contain in the literary work : religious, hard work, discipline, educative,

creative, etc.

Bertens (2005:139) states that value is something interesting for us,

something we look for, something delighting and something good. This means

that something can be said valuable if it has accepted as something good. The

one has tendency to do something good or something bad. Since the

estimation is came up from the others not from the individual him/her self,

Bartens also state there characteristic of value to make the definition is easy to

be understood. Firstly, value is personal and is related with the subject. The

value embed on something is personally decided by the subject. Secondly,

value is practical and is not found in a theory. The last, value does not deal

with material worthiness of something.
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3. Novel

The word comes from the Italian, novella, which means the new staff that

small. The novel developed in England and America. Novel is a branch of fiction that

developed late in history; but a relish for stories seems to be as old as recorded

humanity (Boulton 1980:14). Novel is different from other kinds of literary works

like drama and short story. Drama relates to fiction that is played by characters in the

play, while short story is like a novel but very short. Novel is very long and to read a

novel people need more time and not enough to only read for one sitting. Kenney

(1966:103) stated that novel is generally thought of as containing about forty-five

thousand words or more. Because being longer than short story, a novel can reveal

further development of characters and have more incidents, scenes, setting, and take

place in longer span of time.

4. Drama

The word of drama comes from Greek language “Drau” which means is

“action” or does something, Endraswara (2011;12) said that “drama is a

representation of an action”, similar with Boulton (1980; 70) said that drama

presented in action performance has full code and symbols that keep a story from

beginning until the end. In Milawaty (2011;72) that word of drama is “draomi” from

Greek language it means doing, obtain, action, or reaction. She add that drama is

supposed to explain the story about middle level life There is another term that drama

is “ drame”, it is from French Language.
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5. Synopsis of the Novel of  Datu Museng & Maipa Deapati

Here is the synopsis of the novel of The Novel “Datu Museng and Maipa

Deapati” written by Verdy R. Baso.

The love story between Datu Museng & Maipa Deapati began when Datu

Museng went to Sumbawa and met Maipa Deapati there. Shortly, Datu Museng and

Maipa got married after dealing with some problems.

When Datu Museng and Maipa came back to Makassar, Tumalompoa, a

Dutch spy and followers wished to destroy Datu Museng and took over Maipa. When

the army came over, Maipa begged her husband to grant her wish. Before Datu

Museng fulfilled his wife wish, he talked to his wife, "If you go first facing the God, I

will follow you at the midday (before dhuhur pray). If I don't come, then wait for me

at the noon (before ashar pray). If I don't come at the noon, I will surely come to you

at the sunset (before Maghrib pray)".

When the sun was going to set, he was still fighting with the dutch and he still

had a chance to fight over his enemy, but he remembered his promise to his wife. It

made him resigned himself to be killed.

6. Synopsis of an Endless Love Datu Musseng and Maipa Deapati by BSI in

2015

The plays opened in the Sumbawa place, the king of sultan Sumbawa tried to

figure out about the causes of disappearance of his daughter, Maipa Deapati.  Her

daughter ran away from the palace with Datu Museng. She knew that her parents
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would disagree if she married to Datu Museng as he was from ordinary people. Then

she chose to run away from the palace. Maipa Deapati and Datu Musseng

disappeared because they were helped by Maipa Deapati’s nanny, Ibu Inang.

In the palace, the king and the queen discussed with the oracle that saw that

there were three people who involved in that case. The king ordered his troops to

investigate about it. They came to Datu Museng’s place to pick up Maipa but they

didn’t make it. Datu Museng’s grandfather didn’t want to please them to take Maipa.

Furthermore, suddenly Pangeran Manngalasa who had been engaged with Maipa

Deapati came and very angry when he heard about that.

Then, on the next scene (scene 2), the play began in the house of To’bo

Le’Lenna Mangkasara, where Maipa Deapati and Datu Musseng lived. Datu Musseng

and his grandfather were discussing about the condition in Sumbawa sultanate, after

Maipa escapes. Datu Musseng said that he was ready to face Sumbawa’s attack.  He

was falling in love with Maipa Deapati when they learned how to read AL-Quran at

Taman Pengkajian Kadi Mampawa. In that place, they met and when Maipas’s ring

fell, Datu Musseng took it from the ground, at the time Datu musseng swore that he

would not return that ring before Maipa became his wife. Then, he went to Madinah,

Saudi Arabia. To take Bunga Ejana Madinah, the only way to get Maipa. There, he

got it from Shekh.

Then, on the next scene, Pangeran Manngalasa attacked Datu Museng’s

house. Actually Tobo Le’lenna Mangkasara wanted to face them alone, but Datu
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Museng asked for fight Pangeran Manngalasa by himself. Shortly, Datu Musseng

won. Then, Karaenna Sumbawa approved his daughter relationship with Datu

Museng. Thus, they got married.

On the next scene, Datu Musseng and his wife went to Makassar, the place

where he was born. His father in law commanded him to go there, in order to solve

the problem, Datu Jarewe confessed himself as the Sumbawa’s Sultan. In the real

Fact Karaenna Sambawaya was the sultan of Sumbawa. Actually, what Datu Jawere

did was influenced by the Dutch. Their unity would be broken by the way, they

fought each other.

In the office of Tumalompowa they had known that Datu Musseng was

coming from Sumbawa. They were looking for the way to lose DatuMusseng. They

had known that it was not easy to lose him. Datu Jarewe’ explained the strength of

Datu Musseng, because of Bunga Ejana Madinah which he had. Then Tumalompowa

got an idea, he planned to bother Maipa, Datu Musseng’s wife. Tumalompowa

commanded Daeng Jarre’s to go to Datu Musseng’s house, in order to deliver

message from Tumalompowa. Datu Musseng was asked for giving up. Moreover,

Datu Musseng was very angry hearing that. He said that he would not give up; even

he didn’t want to hear that message again.

In scene 4, Datu Musseng and his troops were ready to fight against the Dutch

troops. Maipa Deapati was worried about the safety of her husband. Datu Museng

tried to make calm his wife. He said that danger was destiny for the true lover. After
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that, Datu Museng said that he had heard the sound of their enemy. The Dutch and his

troops attacked Datu Museng’s house.

In the situation like that, Maipa asked for her husband to kill her, because she

swore that they would lose. The Dutch and their troops were too many. Maipa

Deapati did not want to be touched by the Dutch, so she wanted to die before her

husband lost. Although Datu Museng didn’t want to do it, but Maipa forced her. Then

Maipa Deapati died in her husband arms.

All the troops of Datu Musseng had died, Karaeng Galesong, who also killed

Datu Museng’s parents, asked Datu Musseng to give up, but Datu Museng chose to

fight until he died. Datu Museng lost, Karaeng Galasong killed him.

7. Autobiography of Verdy R. Baso

Verdy R. Baso was born in 14 March 1937. He’s usually called Baso. Since

he was at elementary school, Baso has been interested in everything about the book,

It was obvious when he continued his education to the level of high school. Even at

young age, he showed his talent as a writer.

In 1959, he proved his skill writing to make a novel of his own hands with the

title “Deapati” in Makassar language and use music stringed Makassar in the way

style Pasinrilik, in Makassar language called Kesok-kesok. He started writing the

script of Maipa Deapati in the form of book almost three years with help of Safar Dg.

Matappa dan Sitti Khadijah.
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After he finished his education in Senior high school in 1958, he signed up as

a student and attended college in Law Faculty at Hassanuddin University. He did not

finish his study because he was too busy and passionate to write a book. Some time

later he tried to jump to the world of journalism since 1959. He first started working

in the newspaper Mahraen.  In journalism his talents writing increased, he actively

wrote short stories and published in the media, such as Mesra magazine, published at

the University of Indonesia and Roman magazine published in Jakarta.

Baso also joined the field of art, which was to be a singer in the Orkes Radio

Makassar and he’s also good at painting. And now he is an editor in chief and

responsible Pedoman rakyat newspaper published in Makassar.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH

A. Research Method

The research method of this study is Descriptive Qualitative. This research

aims to describe how the adaptation a novel of “Datu Museng & Maipa Deapati” in

a complete, detailed description but not to classify features, count them, and

construct statistical models in an attempt to explain what is observed (Qualitative). It

is called descriptive qualitative because it is natural base, more focusing on process

than result, analytic-inductive, descriptive and its scheme is temporal (Moleong,

2002:30).

B. Source of Data

In collecting data, the reasearcher will take source from Novel Datu musseng

& Maipa Deapati by Verdy R Baso and also the drama video by BSI in 2015 as the

main data.The researcher will get the data that relate with the object and then

observation the adaptation.

C. Instruments of Research

Related to the research, the Researcher in this thesis used note taking

instrument. Note taking is the practice of recording information captured from

another source (Makany; 2008:06). then this instrument will use to write notes from

source of the data to classify the data that related to the object of the research.
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D. Procedure of Collecting Data

In this research, the researcher would apply some procedures of collecting

data as follows;

1) The researcher would firstly read the novel carefully and understand the

story  deeply;

2) The researcher watched the drama video;

3) The researcher transcribed the drama video;

4) The researcher analyzed the intrinsic element of both literary work;

5) The researcher selected and classify the data;

6) The researcher then draws the conclusion of analysis.

E. Technique of Data Analysis

Researcher would use content analysis technique that includes identification,

classification, analysis, and description. Identification is activity to identify

something, in this research the researcher will identify the data use adaptation theory

about how the adaptation from the novel into the drama. while, classification is a

method to arrange the data systematically, the researcher will classify the data which

are the addition, reduction, and modification. Next, analysis is an effort to analyze

something in detail, the researcher analyze the data which has been classify deeply.

And the last description, the researcher will describe the result of analysis.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

There are two sections in this chapter, they are finding and discussions. In the

finding section, the researcher would like to present all the data have been found in

Verdy R Baso’s “Datu Museng and Maipa Deapati” and the students of BSI in 2015’s

“an endless love of Datu Museng and Maipa Deapati” as a result of this research.

A. Findings

In this research, the researcher presented the data analysis about the plot,

characters, setting and theme, point of view, tone, figurative language and moral

values which can be found in both literary works. The researcher categorized the

elements based on structural theories after that the researcher compares the novel and

the play by using adaptation theories. Here are some data that related with the theory.

Table 1. Comparative Plot in Datu Museng dan Maipa Deapati and the endless love
of Datu Museng and Maipa Deapati

NO PLOT NOVEL DRAMA
THE

COMPARATIVE
ANALYSIS

1. Extract 1: Ch.
1 /p.3
a. Expostion

Starting at the place of
reciting holy Al-Qur'an’ at
the hall led by Kadi
Mampawa. There the place
where for the first time he
met his destiny, Maipa, a
daughter of Sultan
Sumbawa

No

There is a different
exposition plot betwen
the novel and the
drama. In the novel the
exposition is described
obviously how the scee
starts at kadih’s house,

a place where girls and
mes reciting holly
Qur’an as the expositio
n of the story.
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2. Extract 2:
Ch.1/p.4 (
scene 1 (14:40))

b. Rising
Action

These two lovers are
forbidden. It was due to
Maipa had been betrothed
since she was young to a
nobleman from Lombok
named Mangngalasa.

Begin when Pangeran
Mangngalasa arrive in
Sumbawa and really
angry when he heard
that Maipa Deapati
still disappear

There is a different
rising action in both
works. In the novel the
rising action starts by
their forbidden love
while in the drama by
the arrival of
Mangngalasa in
Sumbawa with anger
due to her lover still
disappear

3. c. Conflicts

Extract 3:
Ch.1/p.10
(scene 3/00:20,
4/1:11:26)

1. Conflict

Extract 4: Ch.
1/p.10 (scene
2/37:24),3
/45:21),3
/52:05))

2.Complication

 The first conflict is
When Datu Museng
loves  Maipa Deapati
who has  betrothed
with Mangngalasa.

 The second conflict is
When Tumalompoa
wants Maipa Deapati

To be his wife.

 First complication,
Maipa Deapati was
sick

 Second complication,
Maipa Deapati
disappeared

 Next complication,
Mangngalasa faught
with Datu Museng
grandfarther

 Last complication,
Conspiracy between
Tumalompoa and
Karaeng Galesong

 First conflict is
Datu Museng
loves Maipa
Deapati who
already has fiance
and her fiance is
Mangngalasa

 Second conflict is
Tumalompoa
wants Maipa
Deapati to be his
wife

 Maipa Deapati
Disappeared

 Mangalasa faught
with Datu Museng

 Tumalompoa
wanted Maipa
Deapati

 Conspiracy
between
Tumalompoa and
Karaeng Galesong

There is no conflict
different  between the
novel and the drama

There is a different
Complication between
novel and its drama. In
the novel the
complications are
Maipa Deapati was
sick and disappeared
while in the drama
there is no scene that
shows Maipa Deapati
is getting sick. And in
the novel Mangngalasa
faught with
Adearangang while in
the drama he was
fighting with Datu
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Extract 5:
Ch.8/p.126,141
(scene3/51:21,4
/07:44)

3. Climax

 The climax is Datu
Museng was forced to
kill Maipa Deapati

 The climax is
Datu Museng was
forced to kill
Maipa Deapati
through his hand.

Museng.

There is not different

4. Extract 6. Ch.8
/p.141 (scene
4/1:11:51)

Resolution

When Datu Museng was
killed and the death of
concelor then tumalompoa
becomes stressfull

When Datu Museng
was killed by Karaeng
Galesong

There is a different
between the novel and
the drama. In the novel
the story ended by the
death of the consellor
of Tumalompoa while
in the drama ended
only  by the death of
Datu Museng

Table 2. Comparative Characters in Datu Museng dan Maipa Deapati and the endless
love of datu Museng and Maipa Deapati

NO CHARACTER NOVEL DRAMA
THE

COMPARATIVE
ANALYSIS

1. Extract 7. Cp.1/p.3
(scene 2/10:07)

Datu Musseng

Novel describes
Datu Museng is
courageous and
assertive man to
struggle his love

Courageous
assertive

No difference

2. Extract 8. Cp.2/ p
32,35,36 (scene 2/36:10)

Maipa Deapati

Maipa Deapati’s
character as a
princess of
Sumbawa who is
loyal to Datu
Museng

A loyal woman No difference

3. Extract 9. Cp.2
/p.21 (scene2/25:07)
To’bo le’lenna
Mangkasara
(Adearanga)

To’bo le’le’s
character is heroic
and lovely
grandfather

A heroic and
lovely

grandfather

No difference
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4. Extract 10. Cp.3/p.
45,46,47. (scene 1/03:18)

Manggauka Datu
Taliwang
(the king of Sumbawa)

Manggauka’s
character is

thoughtful king

Wise, thoughtful
king

No difference

5. Extract 11. Cp.4 /p.57
(scene 1/06:10)

The Queen Of Sumbawa

The Queen of
Sumbawa who is a
patient  woman

A patient queen No difference

6. Extract 12. Cp.2/p. 47
(scene 1/14:44)

Mangngalasa

Mangngalasa’s
character is an
arrogant and
coward person

Mangngalasa’s
character is an
arrogant and
brave prince

There is a different
between the novel
and the drama. In the
novel Mangngalasa
is coward prince but
in the drama he is a
brave prince .

7. Extract 13.Cp.6 /p.96
(scene 3/44:43)

Tumalompoa

Tumalompoa’s
character  is a cruel
leader

No difference No differenvce

8. Extract 14. Cp.1/p. 3
(scene 4/1:12:03)
Karaeng Galesong

Karaeng
Galesong’s
character is  an
easy provoked man

No difference No difference
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Table 3. Comparative setting in Datu Museng dan Maipa Deapati and the endless of
Datu museng and Maipa Deapati

NO SETTING NOVEL DRAMA
THE

COMPARATIVE
ANALYSIS

1. Extract 15.
Cp.1/p. 4 (Scene
1/01:10, 2/25:29,
3/35:59,4/55:36 )

Setting of Place

Subawa kingdom,
Datu Museng’s house
in Sumbawa,
Tumalompoa’s room,
In I lologading ship,
Maipa’ room,
Kadi Mappawa’s
house.
Gelanggang

Sumbawa
kingdom,
Datu Museng/s
house,
Tumalompoa’s
room,
Makassar land

There is a different
setting of place both in
novel and in drama.
Places  in I lologading
ship and Maipa’room
are reduced in drama

2. Extract 16. Cp.
1/p.1
(Scene 1/01:50)

Setting of Time

In the day light,
Seventeeth century,
In the night,
In the dusk

Seventeth
century,
Day light,
Seventeeth
century,
In the day

There is different
setting of time either
novel or in drama. The
night time is reduced
in drama

3. Extract 17. Cp.
1/p.6
(Scene 1
/03:59)

Setting of Society

Kingdom system

Conventional belief

Kingdom
system

Belief in oracle

There is no different

Table 4. Comparative theme in Datu Museng dan Maipa Deapati and The Endless
Love of Datu Museng and Maipa Deapati

NO THEME NOVEL DRAMA
THE

COMPARATIVE
ANALYSIS

1. Extract 18. Cp. 1/
p.6 (scene
4/1:11:34

Theme

Endless love Endless love There’s not different in
both works
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Table 5. Comparative point of view in Datu Museng dan Maipa Deapati and the
endless love of Datu Museng and Maipa Deapati

NO POINT OF VIEW NOVEL DRAMA
THE

COMPARATIVE
ANALYSIS

1. Extract 19. Cp.
1/p.3 (Scene 1
/00:29)

Point of View

Third-person
(Omniscient third-
person)

Third-person
(Omniscient
third-person)

There is not different
both in novel and in
drama

Table 6. Comparative Tone  in Datu Museng dan Maipa Deapati and the endless of
Datu museng and Maipa Deapati

NO TONE NOVEL DRAMA
THE

COMPARATIVE
ANALYSIS

1. Extract 20. Cp.
1/p.6,7 (Scene
1/30:20)

Tone

To criticize the
cultural tradition
which forbade an
ordinary people
getting merried with
the king’ daughter at
the time

Critical culture
tradition

There is not different in
both novel and drama

Table 7. Comparative Figurative language in Datu Museng dan Maipa Deapati and
the endless love of Datu Museng and Maipa Deapati

NO FIGURATIVE
LANGUAGE

NOVEL DRAMA
THE

COMPARATIVE
ANALYSIS

1. Extract 21.
Cp.1/p.1(scene
3/14:03)

Simile

Maipa Deapati as
beautiful blossom
flower.

No The figurative language
in novel uses simile
while in drama is
reduced

2. Extract 22. Cp. 1
/p.5

Metaphor

A morning star in the
mid night, Maipa
depati torches in the
dark, precious stone
his imagination.

Maipa Deapati
is the best
flower among
the flowers.

The figurative language
both in novel and uses
metaphor.
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3. Extract 23. Cp. 2
/p.21(scene
4/1:00:03)

Personification

Rattan is cirve
upward and back
from leg to hand then
head

Allow your
matarampa
touches my
neck

The figurative language
in both novel and
drama is
personification

4. Extract 24. Cp. 2
/p.31

Irony

He is afraid of
durhaka because his
blood is not suitable
to walk on white kain
which was terhampar
in front him

No The figurative language
in novel is irony while
in drama is reduced

5. Extract 25. Cp. 1/
p. 7 (  Scene
3/10:23)

Hiperbola

Just over the sea
waving water, roam
the Sahara desert.

Maipa Deapati
is a special
diamond among
diamond there
is nothing on
her beauty

The figurative language
in both novel and
drama is hiperbole

Table 8. Comparative of moral value in Datu Museng dan Maipa Deapati and the
endless of Datu museng and Maipa Deapati

NO MORAL
VALUES

NOVEL DRAMA
THE

COMPARATIVE
ANALYSIS

1. Extract 26. Cp.1
/p. 6,7 (Scene 2)

Never give up

When Datu Museng is
asked to look for
Bunga Ejana Madina
(Medina flower).

Maintaining his
love to Miapa
Deapati

The moral value in
both novel and drama
is never give up

2. Extract 27. Cp.
5/p. 73,74 (Scene
3)

Nationalism

When Datu Museng
was proposed to go to
Makassar to see what
happened.

When Datu
Museng back to

Makassar to solve
his farther in law
with Datu Jawere

This moral value is in
both literary works

3. Extract 28. Cp.
1/p.11 (Scene 2)

Strength of heart

When Datu Museng
accepts Maipa
Deapati’s  breat in his
breat in the name of
God

Accepting Maipa
Deapati as his
only love

The moral value in
both novel and drama
is strength of heart
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4.
Extract 29. Cp. 1/
p.7 (Scene 2)

Optimist and
thinking
positively

When Datu Museng’s
belief is strongly to
find Bunga Ejana
Madina in order to
have his love.

Strongly belief to
get Maipa as his
wife

The moral value not
only in novel but also
in drama is optimist
and thinking
positively.

5. Extract 30. Cp.
2/p.11 (Scene 2)

Believe in God

When Datu Museng
asks to God to get his
love from any
obstacles.

Believing God
Maipa Deapati is
able to his mine.

The moral value in
both  novel and drama
is believe in God.

6. Extract 31.
Cp.2/p.15 (Scene
4 )

Struggle for life

When Datu Museng
struggles to find
Bunga Ejana Madina
In order to maintain
his lover

Struggling to
have Maipa
Deapati

The moral value not
only in novel but also
in drama is struggle
for life

B. Discussions

1. The Adaptation of Plot from Novel Datu Museng and Maipa Deapati into

Drama the Endless Love of Datu Museng and Maipa Deapti.

From the table above, it can be concluded that in both novel and drama used the

same technic, namely flash-forwardwhich is able to be seen from the exposition,

conflict or climax and the resolution of the story.

In the beginning of the novel Datu Museng and Maipa Deapati involved an

exposition, it is  the part in which  the author introduceds the characters and describes

the situation when Datu Museng and Maipa Deapati meet in Kadi Mappawa’s house

in which they learn to recite a holy Qor’an. There is their love’s story start.  While in
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the drama the Endless Love of Datu Museng and Maipa Deapati, the director cuts the

exposition which is in the novel. The director starts his story through the rising action

as the prince of Lombok get angry when he heard that his fiancee has disappeared at

the time he arrived in the land of Sumbawa. However, the rising action in the novel is

when Datu Muaseng falls in love with Maipa Deapati who had engaged with prince

of Lombok since she was a child. Then many complications appeaers in the novel,

they are when Maipa Deapati is getting sick and no one could cure it, then Maipa

Deapati disappeared and no one knows where she is in, thus prince of Lombok fight

with Datu Museng’s grandfarther and the las the conspiracy made by Tumalompoa

between the king of Galesong and Datu Museng but in the drama, complications

appear differently which they are Maipa Deapati directly disappeares followed by the

battle of Datu Museng and Mangngalasa, the prince of Lombok, the next following

action is the greedy of Tumalumpoa who wants Datu Museng’s wife to be his wife,

then the conspicary he made to break down Datu Museng’s kinship relation to king of

Galesong. Hence the first conflict is created both in the novel and in the drama is

when Datu Museng falls in love with a princess of Sumbawa, Maipa Deapati who has

betrothed with Prince of Lombok. Their forbidden love created a big problem

between Datu Museng and Mangngalasa. And second conflict is the emerging of

Tumalompoa who wants the princess of Sumbawa to be his wife. This part ascends to

reach out the tip of the climax.
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The climax of story both in the novel and in drama happen when Datu Museng

was farced to kill his wife because he was asked by his wife to kill her, Maipa

Deapati is more willing to die through her husband’s hand than to be Tumalompoa’s

wife.

In the development of this climax either in the novel or in the drama is the

viewers presented a wrestling conflict with strained situation and amotion then

becomes final to the end of the story. The love story between Datu Museng & Maipa

Deapati began when Datu Museng went to Sumbawa and met Maipa Deapati there.

Shortly, Datu Museng and Maipa got married after dealing with some problem. Datu

Museng and Maipa came back to Makassar, Tumalompoa, a Dutch spy and followers

wished to destroy Datu Museng and took over Maipa. When the army came over,

Maipa begged her husband to grant her wish. And Datu Museng primised after he

fulfilled his wife wish he will follow her after he faught over his anemy.

Based on the explanation above, it can be concluded that commonly the story

moves through sequences of event to climax after exceeding the exposition and

certain complications and ends in the resolution logically.

The differences which accur as result of the novel transformation process Datu

Museng dan Maipa Deapati into a drama and their meaning would explain in this

part. The transformation is ont only totally different in one scene but also specially

for the emerging. For example, there is the drama shown but in the novel the story is
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not, and viceversa. Next is explaination the difference through reducing in the drama

comparing to the original novel.

a. Different Plot and Reducing the Scene

The exposition (beginning of the story) is the introductory material which creates

the tone and mood of the piece, creates the setting, introduces the characters and

supplies other facts the reader needs in order to understand the development of the

plot and character motives. The extract 1 tells the opening of the novel which begins

when Maipa played her ring in Kadi’s house, a place of reciting al-quran. Her ring

fell under the house. In a hurry Datu Museng helped her to take the ring and gave it

back to Maipa. Here it is the love story began. We can see from the dialogue below:

“maaf putri Maipa. cincinmu telah kucincin dan menjadi penghias jari
manisku. Bagiku, haram ia keluar kembali. Semoga Tuhan
mengabulkan pintaku, putri kelak menjadi milikku” (Baso,2002:3)

The quotation above shows that this scene is not found in the drama because

there is a reducing process made by the director in the drama that is why there is no

exposition part that found in the drama so we cannot find any introductory of

characters in it. To make it brief the director tries to cut this part in his play to interact

reader’s attention. After exposition, we come up to the next part which is called rising

action.

Rising action is as the event that leads up to the climax of a story. The rising

action in a novel showed in Extract 2 conveying these two lovers are forbidden to

love each other. Because Maipa Deapati had been betrothed since she was a child to a
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noble man from Lombok named Mangngalasa. It can be seen from the quotation

below:

“tidak…tidak kakek. Maipa Deapati adalah Maipaku. I Mangngalasa boleh
dijodohkan dengan Maipa Deapati sejak kecil, semasih dalam kandungan
permaisuri. Tapi sekarang….aku yang punya.” (Baso, 2002:5)

The conversation above tells that Maipa Deapati has been bethrothed since she

was a child with the prince of Lombok, Mangalasa. This event is marked as rising

action in the novel. While the rising action in Drama shows in extract 2 states that

Mangngalasa arrives in Sumbawa then he gets angry when his fiancé has disappeared

from the palace. Therefore, the king of Sumbawa, Manggauka, called the oracle to

find out the information about the location of Maipa Deapati and try to find out who

is the man behind her disappearance. It can be seen from the picture below:

Picture 1. Showing  the king of Sumbawa, Ma’gauka was  talking to the oracle in
drama of the endless love of Datu Museng Maipa Deapati use dissolve
technik.

From the picture above, we can see that the king of Sumbawa, Ma’gauka, was

talking about t disappearance of the princess to the oracle. The different in both

works are the rising action in the novel starts when the two lovers, Datu Museng and
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Maipa Deapati, are forbidded to love each other because Maipa Deapati had

betrothed since her childhood with the prince of Lombok, Mangngalasa. While in the

drama starts when the prince of Lombok, Mangngalasa, arrives in Sumbawa and he

gets mad as he knows the princess, Maipa Deapati, has disappeared.

In this scene done in the drama is to make the story more attractive to the viewers.

Furthermore the director intended to make duration of the drama no so long in which

at the time the story drama performanced along with other stories in the same day. So

to make the story runs as well as other stories performanced at the day the director

tried to make a brief the scene.  Moreover he didn’t add any new scene. The director

seems no willing to take any variation stiles. This is the starting point in which

conflicts to both works are emerging.

The conflict is a struggle between two opposing character. Extract 3 displays the

conflicts both in the Novel and in the drama. Conflict in novel is when Datu Museng

has cruch on the princess, Maipa Deapati, who had betrothed with the prince of

Lombok, Mangngalasa. Then followed by the problem of Tumalompoa, ruler of

Makassar, wants the princess to be his wife. We can be seen from the quotation

below:

Dan aku hanya gelarang (pimpinan daerah kecil) karaeng Palili. Tidak
berkuasa, tidak memegang pemerintah. Aku rendah dalam derajat dari
darah mengalir dalam tubuhmu. Tapi ketahuilah adinda, tekadku telah
bulat. Kenyakinanku tak tergoyahkan lagi menghadap adat yangusang
yang rebut tentang asal darahmu dan darahku yang tak boleh
bercampur. Batinku menyangkal itu semua. Aku yakin darah kita
sama, dari Adam dan Hawa ciptaan tuhan, bukan ciptaan manusia.
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Akan kurombak dan kuhancurkan segala adat dan istiadat yang berdiri
membenteng diantara kita berdua (Baso,2002:10)

The quotation above expresses the first conflict in novel is when the two people

form the different social status has a crushes on each other. The culture at the time

did not allow them to take get married.  The next conflict in extract 3 can be shown

from the quotation below:

Akhirnya nafsu menguasai dirinya (Tumalompoa) ia tak kuasa lagi
berangan-angan berkepanjangan. Ia ingin secara cepat mungkin
menguasai wanita milik Datu Museng. Ya, jika tidak dapat dengan
damai, menumpahkan darahpun jadilah. Ia toh orang berkuasa, dapat
mengerahkan ratusan, bahkan ribuan serdadu dan tubarani untuk
mengambilnya, nafsu binatang telah merajai kalbunya. (Baso,2002:99)

The quotation above demonstrates in the novel that how lust rules himself. He

cannot be longer to imagine Maipa Deapati. He wants to as soon as possible control a

woman belonging to Datu Museng. If he cannot take her in peace, he will fight to

take her.  Tumalompoa is a powerful person; he can exert thousands of soldiers and

Tubarani to take it. Animal passion dominates his heart. While there is not different

conflict in drama, this part explained in extract 3 which can be seen from these

pictures below:
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Picture 2. Showing  Datu Museng loves Maipa Deapati who already has betrothed
with the prince of Lombok, Mangngalasa use dissolve technik

Picture 3. Showing  how Tumalompoa wants maipa Deapati to be his suppose use
dissolve technik

From these two pictures above illustrate the conflicts happened in the drama. The

first conflict is when Datu Museng loves Maipa Deapati who already has betrothed

with the prince of Lombok, Mangngalasa and the second conflict is when

Tumalompoa wants maipa Deapati to be his suppose. So there is not different conflict
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found in both works. It’s because the director seems to avoid the lost of its original

sense. In addition,  many complications happene among the conflicts.

Complication is a series of problems or difficulties that make up the main action

of a piece of literature. Extract 4 shows these complications happened in the novel. It

can be seen from the quotation below:

Ibu susu tergopoh-gopoh memasuki bilik sang putri. Didapatkan raga
masih berada dekat Maipa. ia pun mendekat dan memungutnya. Tapi
yang terjadi? Raga melompat naik ke dada Maipa. sang ibu susu
terkejut, masih mencoba memegangnya. Tapi rotan itu menyelinap
masuk kedalam kain Maipa. lalu hilang masuk kedalam tubuhnya.
Maipa kini terlentang, tak sadarkan diri (Baso,2002:25)

The complication above expresses the first complication, which tells that the cb

aretaker of princess, Maipa Deapati, enters the princess’ room. She found the rattan

sport then she tries to approach and pick it up. But what happens? The rattan jumps

up to the chest of princess. The caretaker surprises, she still tries to hold it but the

rattan sneak into cloth of Maipa and then it disappears into princess’ body. Maipa

now is unconscious. This scene is not found in the drama. The director seems to

reduce this event. Next complication can be seen from the quotation below:

“Putriku Maipa, gelaplah sudah bilik ini, kelam seluruh istana bagai
cincin tiada permata lagi. Mengapa engkau sampai hati benar
meninggalkan bunda dalam duka.” (baso,2012:44)

The quotation above illustrates the second complication which conveys the

Princess disappeared who makes the queen in deep sadness.

“melihat amukan kakek Adearangang, I mangngalasa mengambil
langkah seribu. Ia lari terbirit-birit seperti dikejar hantu. Tak peduli
anak buahnya. Ia takut sang kakek mengejar dan mencabut nyawanya.
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Wajahnya yang merah padam menahan marah ketika menuju medan
laga, kini pucat, sepucat-pucatnya, laksana tiada berdarah lagi.
Semangatnya yang berkobar-kobar ketika memimpin barisan tubarani
yang tegap-tegap, sekarang ciut sekecil-kecilnya. Ia tak kuasa lagi
memikirkan sedikitpun tunangannya. Ia sekarang hanya memikirkan
bagaimana menyelamatkan jiwanya.” (Baso,2012:53)

The quotation above confirmates that the third complication which tells the

dispute between datu Museng and Mangngalasa. Because Adearangang, Datu

Museng ‘s Grand farther, is wiiling to die to protect his grandchild, so he faught with

Mangngalasa.

Datu museng terlalu keras kepala. Kita harus menghajar kerbau liar itu
supaya tau diri. Suruh bersiap menyerang sahabat sahabat kita
Bolebolena tallo, Pallakina Malengkeri, Passikkina Parangtambung, I
Bage Daeng Majjanji, Karaeng Lewa ri Popo, I Taga ri Mangindara,
Karaeng Nyikko ri Kanaeng dan tubarani pilihan lainnya.
(Baso,2002:120)

The quotation above appears the last complication which talks about the

hardness of Datu Museng. Tumalompoa commands his concellor asks his friends to

attack Datu Museng. Then   it was the conspiracy made by Tumalompoa among the

ruler around Makassar land.

Extract 4 shows the different complications in drama. In the drama the scene in

which princess is getting sick is reducing by the director. But other conflicts are still

same. The director seems did want to make any transformation in his work. We can

see from these pictures below:
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Picture 4. Showing Maipa deapati disappeared use dissolve technic

Picture 5. Showing Mangalasa faught with datu Musseng use dissolve technic

Picture 6. Showing Tumalompoa wanted Maipa Deapati use dissolve technic
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Picture 7. Showing Conspiracy between Tumalompoa and Karaeng galesong use
dissolve technic

These pictures above show the complications in drama. Picture 4 states that

Maipa deapati has disappeare, Picture 5 conveys that Mangalasa faught with datu

Musseng, Picture 6 illustrates that Tumalompoa wanted Maipa Deapati,and the last

Picture 7 speaks that the conspiracy between Tumalompoa and Karaeng galesong.

Based on the extract 3 and 4, there is a different complication in both works. In

the novel, the complications are Maipa Deapati is sick while in drama there is not

scene that shows Maipa Deapati is getting sick. It means the director reduces this

scene in his drama. Next, Mangangalasafight with Adearangang in the novel while in

the drama he is fighting with Datu Museng. Here the director tried to make a

variation to the complication of the drama. So he tried to reduce the scene in which

the princess getting sick. Yet the director did not make a reducing in to others. Then

these complications go steps to become climax. Climax is the turning point of the
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story. Extract 5 illustrates the climax in which can be seen from Datu Museng and

Maipa Deapati dialogue below:

Tapi sebelum keris pusaka tercabut dari sarungnya Maipa deapati
betrkata “Kanda, izinkan adinda mengambil air sembahnyang ….!
Lalu bangun dan menuju ruang belakang  mengambil air sembanyang.
Setelah selesai, ia kembali tidur di pangkuan suaminya. ”
(Baso,2002:126)

The quotation above indicates the climax of the novel which tells when Datu

Museng was forced to kill his wife in order to avoid his wife being Tumelompoa’s

wife. Also we can find this scene the in drama. It can be seen fron the picture below:

Picture 8. Showing Datu Museng killed the princess used dissolve technic.

The picture above shows Datu Museng is forced to kill his wife due to his wife

wish. In this part, it is not found a climax difference in drama. In making the scene,

the director chooses not to make a difference. Furthermore, he does not make any

new scene. So we do not find improvement in this part of drama.  This climax which

leads to last part of the story called falling action.
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Resolution occurs after the climax as things start to work themselves out in the

story. Extract 6 illustrates the final part of the story to both works. In the novel the

story ended by the death of Tumalompoa’s consellor which can be seen from the

quotation below:

Ia jatuh bukan karena pingsan tak sadarkan diri, tetapi jatuh untuk di
jembah maut. Jantungnya ternyata tak berdenyut lagi. Darahnya yang
tadi penuh gairah, kini berhenti beredar. Dan tubuhnya yang menjadi
mayat itu, tiarap diatas permadani dihimpit tubuh Maipa Deapati.
(Baso,2002:141)

The quotation above diplays the story in the novel ended by the death of the

consellor. While in the drama the falling action is the death of Datu Museng through

Karaeng Galesong’s handwhich can be seen from the picture below:

Picture 9 Showing Datu Museng is killed by Karaeng galesong use dissolve technic

Extract 6 demonstrates that the falling action of the drama is marked by the death

of Datu Museng through Karaeng Galesong’s hand. The director tried to make a

difference in this part that is why he reduced the story of consellor’s death.
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2. The Adaptation of Characters from Novel Datu Museng and Maipa Deapati

into Drama the Endless Love of Datu Museng and Maipa Deapti.

The adaptation from Datu Museng dan Maipa Deapati and the endless love of

Datu Museng and Maipa Deapati is supported many characters. Each character has

their own thought, habits and behavior. The abundant characters involved are

impossible to be discussed as whole. Therefore the researcher limited to acertain

characters. Only important characters are discussed. They are Datu Museng, Maipa

Deapati (princess of Sumbawa), Adearangang (Datu Museng’s Grand farther),

Maggauka (king of Sumbawa), Queen of Sumbawa, Mangngalasa (prince of

Lombok), Tumalompoa (a dutch man who rules Makassar) and Karaeng Galesong.

The different frequency of the appearing charcters becomes a reason for the

researcher to analize only characters which becames a center in the story. Like Datu

Museng is a main cahacter of the story. The existence in each story makes this

chatacter shows more thought, habits and behaviuors than other chatacters.

Based on the above, the characters that would be discussed then are dominant

characters. They are;

a. Datu Museng

Extract 7 shows Datu Museng is as a main character both in the novel and the

drama. Commonly, the description of Datu Museng’s character eithet in the novel or

in the drama is not different. In the novel, it can be seen from the quotation below:
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“maaf putri Maipa. Cincinmu telah kucincin dan menjadi penghias jari
manisku. Bagiku, haram ia keluar kembali. Semoga tuhan
mengabulkan pintaku, putri kelak menjadi milikku.”(Baso, 2002: 3)

The quotation above indicates that the dominant character is Datu Museng. He is

a brave and assertive man. He is known as he can take decision quickly without

thinking a good and ad effects of his decision. However Datu Museng’ character is

not different in the drama. It can be seen from the picture below:

Picture 10 Showing Datu Museng’s Character use dissolve technic

b. Maipa Deapat ( A Princess of Sumbawa)

Extract 8 demonstrates Maipa Deapati is also a main character both in the novel

and the drama. Universally, the description of Maipa Deapati’s character eithet in the

novel or in the drama is not different. In the novel, it can be seen from the quotation

below:

“apa maksud tuanku memanggil kami sekalian? Negeri mana yang
hendak diserang? Adakah musuh hendak mengganggu negeri
tuanku…. ” sembah rakyat memadati pekarangan istana.
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“tidak ada negeri yang hendak diserang. Juga tak ada musuh yg
menyerang. Hanya putri kita Maipa Deapatiyang telah sembuh dari
sakitnya  akan melaksanakan kaulnya… ” kata Maggauka (Baso.
2012:3536)

The quotation above expresses that Maipa Deapati si a daughter of Maggauka, a

king of Sunbawa. It means that she is only offspring of a blue blood who has been

recovery from her sickness. In addition, she really loves Datu Museng. We can see

from her dialogue below:

“ah, kakanda Datu Museng, betapa kejammu sekarang padaku yang
selama ini setia menunggu dalam derita batin yang tak berbanding.
Kanda rupanya tak acuh lagi padaku kini, tidak sedikitpun menaruh
belas kasihan…. ”(Baso, 2012:32).

The quotation above illustrates that Maipa Deapati is in love to Datu Museng. She

is willing to wait for his return no matter how long it will be. And there is not

different Maipa Deapati’s character in drama. We can see from the picture below:

Picture 11. Showing Maipa Deapati’s character use dissolve technic
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c. Adearangang ( Datu Museng’s Grand farther)

Extract 9 tells Adearangang is one of a dominant character both in the novel and

I the drama. Generally, description Adearangang’s character either in novel or in

drama is not different. He is a good character. We can see from the dialogue between

Adearangang and his grandchild Datu Museng below:

“aku tak tahan menyaksikan mereka mempermaikanmu, cucuku” tukas
tukas kakek terengah-engah menahan amarah “tapi sabarlah kek,”
bujuk Datu Museng. (Baso,2002:21)

The quotation above confirmates that Adearangang is a grandfather of Datu

Museng. He is a good man for his grandchild. We can see from the conversation

above how he really loves his only grandchild. He could not see his grandchild be a

toy and he is willing to die for Datu Museng, the only grandchild for him. So there is

also his different character in Drama. It can be seen from the picture below:

Picture 12. Showing Adearangang’s character uses dissolve technic
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d. Maggauka (a king of Sumbawa)

Exctract 10 illustrates Maggauka is a major character not only in the novel but

also in the drama. He is a great noble man. Normally, description of Maggauka’s

character either in novel in drama is not also different. We can see from the dialogue

below:

“Tuanku Maggauka, saodara saodara anggota adat yang mulia. Telah
kusampaikan apa keputusan kita bersama kepada kakek Adearangang
seorang, karena Datu Museng taka da waktu untuk bertemu muka
dengan kami….. ” kata Gelarang (Baso, 2012:45)

The quotation above apperes that Maggauka is a wise noble man in his kingdom.

He empires the kingdom of Sumbawa wisely. Many people is loyal to him, Gelarang

is one of his loyal people.

Besides, he has a nice character as a father of a princess. We can see from his

dialogue below.

“Anakku Mangngalasa, apalah bicaramu sekarang, karena Datu
Museng dan kakenya, rupanya berkeras kepala tak mau
mengembalikan adikmu Maipa Deapati yang sudah ditangannya.
Keduanya sudah mengharamkan mengeluarkan kain yang telah ia
pakai sebelum mayatnya terbujur. Dosalah katanya, ika hati yang
bersatu dibelah dua, matilah ia jika jantung hati direnggut dari
tubuhnya, karena jantung hatinya adalah Maipa Deapati, tiada lain.  ”
(Baso,2012:46-47)

The quotation above indicates that Maggauka is a wise and thoughtful person. He

always takes a decision through discussion. While in the drama the director does not

make a different character. It can be seen from the picture below:
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Picture 13. Showing Manggauka’s character uses dissolve technic

e. Queen of Sumbawa

Extract 11 conveys that the Queen of Sumbawa is a dominant character either in

novel or in drama. Regularly, description of Queen’s character not only in novel but

also in drama is not different. She has a a wife of Maggauka and Maipa Deapati is

their daughter. We can see from the conversation below:

“wahai kanda yang kuat-kuasa bagi orang Sumbawa, bagaimana nasib
putri kita? Adakah ia selamat, tak kurang suatu apapun?katakanlah
wahai junjungan, keadaan Maipa Deapati……..ceritakan segera,
jangan suamiku diam juga, membisu seribu bahasa. Kasihanilah,
kasihanilah aku yang sudah balut mata menangis…..  ” (Baso,
2012:57)

The quotation above tells that Queen of Maggauka is a lovely woman. He really

loves her princess, Maipa Deapati. When her daughter lost, she suffered from deep
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loss. Moreover, she is a patient woman. Whereas, the director does not make a

different character of the queen in his drama. It can be seen from the picture below:

Picture 14. Showing the queen’s character uses dissolve technic

f. Mangngalasa ( A Prince of Lombok)

Extract 12 displays that Mangngalasa is also a mayor character both in the novel

and in the drama. Commonly, description of Mangngalasa’s character is little

different from in the drama. He has a bad character. We can see from his

conversation below:

“……mengapa Datu Museng di biarkan merajalela menguasai kita?
Apalah kekuatannya?  Puiihh…, sudah gatal tangan hamba untuk
menghajar kerbau tiada berhidung dan bertanduk sejengkal itu. Akan
dirasainya nanti bekas tangan I Mangngalasa, jagoan Lombok ini. Ya,
akan meraung melolonglah ia menyembah memohon ampun di bawah
telapak kaki hamba”. (Baso,2002: 47)
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The quotation above conveys that Mangngalasa is a very arrogant person. He

always looks down to Datu Museng as if he is the only person who has a power.

Moreover he is a coward man. We can see from his conversation with Maggauka

below:

“wahai anak muda perkasa, mengapa gerangan semua ini lakumu?”
Tanya Maggauka. “ ceritakan sebab-musabab musibah menimpamu.
Di mana semua tubarani pilihan kerajaan Sumbawa dan Lombok yang
kau pimin? Dimana semua pemuda gagah perkasa yang pantang
terkalahkan , ayam jagoo sabungan, kerbau aduan pantang surut? Di
mana semua? Adakah sayap menjadi patah, taji ayam tiada bersisa
lagi?” (Baso,2002:55)

The quotation above speaks that Mangngalasa is a coward man because he runs

out with his people from their battle against Datu Museng. He left his fiancée “Maipa

Deapati” with Datu Museng.

Different from novel which tells Mangngalasa is an arrogant and coward man. In

the drama, Mangngalasa’characters is not only an arrogant person but also a brave

person. It can be seen from the picture below:

Picture 15. Showing Mangngalasa’ character uses dissolve technic
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g. Tumalompoa (The Ruler of Makassar Land )

Extract 13 explains that Tumalompoa is a minor character not only in the novel

but also in the drama. Commonly, description of Tumalompoa’s character is not

different in both works. He has bad character. We can see from the dialogue below:

“begini saja, kau…, kau harus berusaha sekuat-kuatnya memisahkan
dia dari isterinya .” kata Tumalompoa.
“diceraikan tuanku? kata Juru bahasa ”
“ya, ceraikan! Karena dia terlalu berbahaya……”
“tapi itu berarti mati, tuan besar.” Jawab juru bahasa
“memang itulah kehendakku”(Baso, 2012:96-97)

The quotation above states that Tumalompoa is cruel person. He will do anything

to reach his willingness even he has to separate or kill people. So there is not different

character in the drama. We can see from the picture below:

Picture 16. Showing Tumalompoa’s character uses dissolve technic

h. Karaeng Galesong

Extract 14 tells that Karaeng Galesong is also a minor character both in the novel

and in the drama. Generally, description of Karaeng Galesong’s character not only in
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novel but also in drama is not different. He is also a bad person. We can see from the

dialogue between Datu Museng and Karaeng Galesong below:

“Datu Museng Keparat…! Aku Karaeng Galesong yang sakti dan
digdaya. Aku datang untuk mengakhiri riwayat hidupmu…. ”
“benarkah kau Karaeng Galesong jika benar aku sangat gembira. Aku
bersyukur kepada tuhan karena dapat berjumpa denganmu sebelum
aku meninggalkan dunia fana ini. Aku rela mati ditanganmu, ditangan
salah seorang keluargaku yang cukup sakti dan perkasa. Hanya
sayang, kehadirannmu terlalu cepat. Aku belum mau mati sekarang.
Aku masih hendak membalaskan dendam istriku. Leh karena itu
minggirlah hai Karaeng Galesong!  ”kata Datu Museng
“tidak! Aku tidak akan menyingkir!” balas Kareng Galesong.”
(Baso,2012:3)

The quotation above communicates that Karaeng Galesong is not a good family.

His bad temper let him assail Datu Museng. In addition he can be provoked easily.

Actually he was provoked by Tumalompoa to kill Datu Museng. That is why he

against his own family. Consequenlt, there is no different character. We can see from

the picture below:

Picture 17. Showing Karaeng Galesong’s character uses dissolve technic.
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3. The Adaptation of Setting from Novel Datu Museng and Maipa Deapati

into Drama the Endless Love of Datu Museng and Maipa Deapti.

Setting is one of the most important elements which build both the story in novel

of Datu Museng dan Maipa Deapti and in drama of the Endless Love of Datu Museng

and Maipa Deapati because this element describes the general situation in both

works. Setting includes place, time and society. So the researcher determines to

analyze these setting. They are:

a. Setting of Place

Extract 15 indicates that setting of place is the location where the event happened

in a story. The setting of place both in novel and drama happened in Sumbawa

kingdom. Describtion of place not only in novel but also in drama is different. It can

be seen from the quotation below:

Langkah dipercepat menuju rumah. Ia hendak segera mengadukan
peristiwanya kepada sang kakek tercinta. Sebelum memasuki
pekarangan rumah ia sudah berteriak. Suaranya bergetar, teriaknya
parau menggelegar, membuat orang tua itu terkejut dan melompat
berdiri menyongsong cucunya di halaman. (Baso, 2002:4)

The quotation above expresses that the place where the story happened both in

novel and in drama is in Datu Museng’s Grandfarther house. But the story which

takes place in I lologading ship and in the princess’ romm reduced in drama. This part

is the director means to give a difference. We can see the part reduced in drama from

the dialogue between Datu Museng and the crewman below:

“Sumbawa sudah dibelakang Datu…! Lombok dan Bali tepat
dihaluan, semoga cepat sampe ditujuan. Marilah, Datu. Marilah, tuan
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kita turun ke ruang istirahat untuk melepas lelah, membaringkan tubuh
diatas tilam peraduan yang sudah tersedia. Malam sudah larut. Angin
laut semakin terasa dingin menusuk sumsum. Penyakit akan lekas
menyerang jika hati kosong melengah-hampa” ajak nahkoda I
lologading Datu Museng yang sejak Sumbawa ditinggalkan belum
beranjak dari duduknya  dianjungan bahtera. (Baso,: 2002:13)

The quotation above says that the place in which the story takes place on the

ship of I lologading. We can see from the conversation above how the crewship asked

Datu Museng to get out from his position to take a rest because the wind blew tightly

the crewship did want Datu Museng to get sick because the weather. This event

happened in middle night on the ship. This is a part in which we cannot find drama

because the director trid to reduce it in drama. But we can see some places in the

drama bases on these pictures below:

Picture 18. Showing  the kingdom place uses dissolve technic
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Picture 19. Showing Datu Museng’s house uses dissolve technic

Picture 20. Showing Tumalompoa’s room uses dissolve technic
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Picture 21. Showing Makassar land uses dissolve technic

b. Setting of Time

Extract 16 expresses that setting of time is related to the problem when the story

happened. The problem when is usually connected with factual time that has

connection with the historical and periodical event. The time either in novel or in

drama happened in seventeeth century. We can see from the quotation below:

Sumbawa pada abad ketujuh belas ketujuh belas. Di rumah Kadi
Mappawa lapa-lapa terdapat suasana semarak pengajian. Karena
agama Islam baru masuk kesana, kewajiban bagi kanak-kanak belum
terlalu dihiraukan. Maka tidak mengherankan jika yang mengaji di
rumah Kadi adalah gadis-gadis dan pemuda yang berasal dari segala
macam golongan masyarakat. (Baso.2002:1)

The quotation above illustartes that the time in which the story happened both in

novel and in drama is not different. Generally, describtion of the time takes place in

seventeeth century in both works:

Demikian sejak saat itu, sejak pulau Sumbawa dibelakangi dan pulau
Lombok dan Bali tepat di haluan bahtera, Datu Museng tetap tinggal
di geladak  diwaktu malam untuk bersemedi. Ia baru turun keruang
bawah untuk beristirahat di kala fajar akan meyingsing, hingga petang
berebut senja. Makan dan minumnya tak pernah banyak dalam usaha
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mendekatkan diri sedekat-dekantnya kepada Maha Pencipta.
(Baso,2002:15)

The quotation above proves that the event takes place in the night.We can see

from the quotation above that datu Museng stayed in deck to mediate in the night. It

was done to close his self to the almighty God, eating and drinking are not his

concern. This is a part also reduced in the drama by the director. We can see from the

picture below:

Picture 22. Showing the time uses dissolve technic

c. Setting of society

Extract 17 revels that setting of society directs to the problem which are related

to the behavior of social life in certain place and certain time in anovel. Society has

connection with the system of social life that contains many problems in complex

scope; it can be habits, religion, ideology and the way of thinking. The social lives
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not only in novel but also in drama are based on kingdom rules. The social status

related to boold relation. Therefore the hightest status is belonging to the king blood.

We can see from the quotation below:

Mendengar tekad Datu Museng kakek Adearangang tafakkurberfikir
dalam-dalam. Hati-tuanya menyala kembali. Rasa pati bangkit untuk
mengabdi pasa sang cucu, ingin membantu sekuatnya dengan nyawa
dan badan dipertangguhkan. Ia sadar, cucunya berkeras ingin memetik
kembang larangan yang dijaga ketat. Hendak dipetik secara resm,
susah sungguh dan teramat rumit. Sebab Maipa Deapati berdarah
bangsawan turunansultan yang memerintah. Akan halnya Datu
Museng, hanya separuh turunan bangwasan. Darahnya tak murni lagi,
sehingga tak pantas duduk bersanding menurut ukuran adat.
(Baso,2001:6)

The quotation above explains that the social status at the time either in novel or

in drama is based on the blood. We can see from the above quotation that ordinary

person is not allowed to get married with the king family culturally. Generally, there

is no different social life in both works. We can see setting of the society in these

pictures below:

Picture 23. Showing kingdom system uses dissolve technic
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Picture 24. Showing belief in oracle uses dissolve technic

4. The Adaptation of Theme from Novel Datu Museng and Maipa Deapati into

Drama the Endless Love of Datu Museng and Maipa Deapti.

a. Theme

Theme is the main point in a story. A theme is most represents the hole part of the

story because theme is a basic development of a whole story. In addition the purpose

of the theme is to give a shape and effect in our mind to make the story easy to

remember. Extract 18 explains theme in both novel and drama which talk about love.

Universally, description of theme either in novel or in drama is not difference. Both

stories talk about an endless love between Datu Museng as ordinary man and Maipa

deapati as a noble woman who has the hightest blood status among the societies:

Mula pertama ketika pandangan Datu Museng menatap wajah Maipa
Deapati yang laksana bidadari itu, didada anak mudah itu langsung
menyala bara hangat yang membara piala hatinya dan menggetarkan
seluruh jalur urat syarafnya.(Baso,2002:3).
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The quotation above illuminates that for Datu Museng interested to Maipa

Deapati since him he showed the princess for the first time. His beautiful has

enchated Datu Museng heart. This is a part which is reduced in Drama. Besides that

another story talks about their endless love which we can see from the quotation

below:

“Pergilah adinda, tunggulah kanda di tanah seberang, dialam indah
permai di Surga Firdaus. Tunggu aku diwaktu dhuhur. Jika kanda
belum dating, nantikan diwaktu ashar. Apabila belum juga tiba,
nantikan pada waktu magrib, ketika matahari bersiap-siap masuk
peraduannya. Diwaktu itulah kanda pasti dating menjemput, dan kita
bergandengan tangan beriringan bersama diapit dielu-elukan oleh
bidadari, berjalan diatas kursi keemasan bertahta intan baiduri. Ya,
disanalah kita hidup kekal abadi, taka da lagi yang mengantarai  kita
berdua, taka da lagi tangan akan mengusik kebahagiaan kita. Tak ada
lagi kebatilan yang dating menyiksa.

The quotation above clarifies that the conversation between Datu Museng dan

Maipa Deapati above, the scene we can see both in novel and in drama that how deep

their heart ties eachother, event a death, their love could not separate. If earth could

not make them unity, heaven is meant them to be a choice undoubtly.

5. The Adaptation of Point of view from Novel Datu Museng and Maipa

Deapati into Drama the Endless Love of Datu Museng and Maipa Deapti.

A Point of View

Point of view is a way story gets told the mode established by an author by means

of whom the reader is presented with the characters, dialogue, actions, setting, and

events which constitute the narrative in a work of fiction.
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Extract 19 describes the point of view both in novel and in drama presented a

story through a third-person point of viewor or omniscient point of view in which the

narrator is an all-knowing outsider who can enter the minds of more than one of the

character. This is a common term for the many and varied works of fiction written in

accord with the convention that the narrator knows about the agents, actions, and

events, has privileged access to the narrator is free to move at will in time and place,

to shift from character to character, and to report (or conceal) their speech, doings,

and states of consciousness.

In both works the author and the director presented the story through omniscient

point of viewin in which in a third-person narrative, the narrator is someone

outside the story proper who refers to all the charecters in the story by name, or as

“he,” “she,” “they.” Thorugh a third-person point of view as main character can bee

seen that the author and the director get the story told through the pronoun he, she or

they to describe the characters of the event which illustrates time, place, and the

environment of the players consequently, the readers or viewers are able to

understand experience of the characters in the novel.

As he, she or they as as the main characters in the story, the readers or viewers are

brought into the ilustartion of her, his or their soul. It can bee seen from the two

quotations below:

Kendati hati Maipa sesungguhnya sudah bertaut dengan hati Datu
Museng, namun dalam menerima perlakuan seperti itu didepan kawan
dan gurunya yang dikenal kukuh dalam adat, tak ada jalan lain baginya
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kecuali terus berbuat sesuatu yang bertentangan dengan hati
nuraninya. (Baso,2002:3)

The quotation above elucidates that the author and the director of both works

to reveal the characters’intention to both readers and viewers thorought he or she.

Here there is no different point of view. It can be seen from the picture below:

Picture 25. Showing point of view uses dissolve technic

6. The Adaptation of Tone Novel Datu Museng and Maipa Deapati into

Drama the Endless Love of Datu Museng and Maipa Deapti.

Tone

Tone is the author’s attitude, stated or implied, toward a subject. Some possible

attitudes are pessimism, optimism, earnestness, and seriousness, bitterness, humorous

and joyful. An author’s tone can be revealed through choice of words and details.

Tone in both novel and drama can be concluded from the author or the director’s

emotion through the story telling. Exctarct 20 explains tone both in novel and in

drama, with the story; the author and the director are willing to reveal the facts of
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story through their view. The meaning of the story facts which is willing to show to

readers or viewers is author or directors’ attitude toward the characters experience in

both novel and drama. Author and director’s attitude are to critic the cultural tradition

at the time which forbade an ordinary people to get married with the king’s daughter.

The way to solve the dispute is to rebel the kindom’s rules which forbade people who

cames from a different social satus to get married. We can see from the dialogue

below:

“Datu…, Maipa bukan sembarang kembang, memetiknya amat susah,
tidak gampang. Disekitarnya penuh onak-duri yang siap menusuk
siapa coba-coba memetiknya. Tetapi jika hatimu membaja, yakinlah
akan bias memperolehnya. Hanya kau harus berjuang keras membekal
kesabaran dalam menentang resiko dalam mengarungi laut
menghadang maut maarabahaya. Kau harus berguru ke mekka, negeri
suci tempat lahir nabi akhir zaman, Muhammad SAW. Kau mesti
berguru pada tuan syekh di Mekkah dan Medina. Cari dan petik Bunga
Ejana Madina (kembang Madina). Jika berhasil memetiknya,
percayalah cita-citamu akan terkabul. Maipa Deapati akan dapat kau
miliki. Semua perintang, onak-duri, tanjakan tajam, apalagi kerikil,
dengan mudah kau lindas dan lewati. Sungguh  cucuk. ” (Baso,2002:6-
7)

The quotation above enlightens that a hard struggle in facing many government’s

efforts to separate their love is successful to get approved. It can be seen how the king

and queen accepted their marriage. Eventhough other problem comes after their

marriage.

The author and the director mean to choose the third-person point of view as the

main character to illustrate the event. This is meant to make the readers and viewers

able to involve in the story through the third-person feeling. Thus the readers or

viewers get the meaning through the characters experience in the story.
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7. The Adaptation of Figurative Language Novel Datu Museng and Maipa

Deapati into Drama the Endless Love of Datu Museng and Maipa Deapti.

In this part the researcher discusses the adapatation of the types and the relation of

figurative to both novel and drama. Figurative languages are characterized by the use

of bold type in the data. The connective words of figurative language are marked with

underline type and the thigs which are being compared are recognized through italic

type.

a. Simile

Extraxt 21 enlightens that simile is the comparison to express the thing is like

another thing explicitly. This figurative language can be found both in novel and in

drama. We can see form the quotation below in the novel:

Dan bila di tempat itu ada Maipa Meapati sebagai kembang yang
sedang mekar, di sana ada pula seorang pemuda istimewa. Pemuda
yang keras kemauan dan luar biasa keberaniannya. Ia bergelar I Baso
Mallarangang, lelaki yang tak terhalang kehendaknya. (Baso,2002:1)

The quotation above explicates that the dialogue above is uttered by the narrator.

He thinks of the princess, Maipa Deapati, as the only youg beautiful woman in that

place. Furthermore, there is a young man who has hard willingness and unsual

braveness. From this case, the narrator describes the princess by saying that Maipa

Deapati as beautiful blossom flower.

The expression of Maipa Deapati as beautiful blossom flower is simile

expression because it compares Maipa Deapati with a beautiful blossom flower.

The topick of this simile is Maipa Deapati’s beautiful and the illustration is a
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beautiful blossom flower while the point of similarity is beautiful. The connective

word used in this simile expression is as. The narrator compares the princess, Maipa

Deapati, who is beautiful to the beautiful blossom flower.

Mula pertama ketika pandangan Datu museng menatap wajah Maipa
Deapati yang laksana bidadari itu, di dada anak muda ini langsung
menyala bara hangat yang membakar piala hatinya dan menggetarkan
seluruh jalur urat syarafnya. (Baso,2002:2)

The quotation above describes that the situation above occurs when the first time

Datu Museng looks at Maipa Deapati’s face. Something is burning in the chest of the

young man, Datu Museng, which burns and trembles all his nerves. Then the narrator

reveals his admiring to Maipa Deapati that the princess is like an angel.

The simile expression is the comparison between one thing to another thing. In

this case, the narrator compares Maipa Deapati’s face with an angel by using

connective wors like. The topic is Maipa Deapati’s face and the illustration is the

angel, meanwhile the point is Maipa’ face. The use of simile expression in datum

Maipa Deapati’s face has the relation to the characterization of the angel. It

describes how the girl looks the angel.

Ia laksana musafir kehilangan bintang pedoman jika tak melihat
wajah anak dara itu walau hanya sekejap dalam sehari. Sebaliknya,
hatinya akan bersorak bertalu-talu jika sempat bermain-main dengan
Maipa Deapati sebelum pengajian dimulai. (Baso,2002:2)

The quotation above is uttered by the narrator. He thinks to Datu Museng that

Datu Museng is like a traveler loosing his directive start if he doesn’t look at face

of the young girl even a minute in a day. In contrast, his heart will cheer with a
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melody if he could play together Maipa Deapati before reciti ng holy qur’an star.

From this case, the narrator describes the princess’ face by saying that he is like a

traveler loosing his directive start if he doesn’t look at face of the young girl.

The expression of Datu Museng is like a traveler loosing his directive

starts if he doesn’t look at face of the young girl is simile expression because it

compares a start with face of the young girl. The topick of this simile is the face

of young girl and the illustration is a start while the point of similarity is start.

The connective word used in this simile expression is like. The narrator compares

the start, which has a beauty to the Maipa Deapati’s face.

b. Metaphor

Extract 22 communicates that a metaphor is a comparison without the connective

words like, seems or as. This figurative language can be found in both novel and

drama. We can see from the quotation in the novel below:

“kini aku tak dapat lagi melihat kejora ditengah malam, Maipa
Deapati suluh dalam gelap, ratna mutu-manikam, permata dalam
khayatku.” (Baso, 2002:5)

The quotation above expresses about Maipa Deapati who is illustrated by the

author. For far away, Maipa Deapati is not able to be seen more by Datu Museng, his

morning star in the mid night, Maipa depati torches in the dark, precious stone his

imagination.

The expression of star in the mid night, Maipa Deapati torches in the dark is

metaphor. The star compare to Maipa Deapati. The comparison in metaphor is
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implied because this expression does not have the connective word such as like,

seems, and as. It can be seen from the quotation in the novel below:

“…..Mengapa putri itu menyusahkan hatimu dan membuat kau gunda
gulana? Bukan Maipa saja yang cantik, bunga setangkai di dalam
taman, cucuku. Banyak kembang semerbak di berbagai taman.
Bintang-bintang dilangit, juga tak terbilang jumlahnya…”
(Baso,2002:5)

The quotation above describes about Maipa Deapati who is illustrated by the

author. For far away, Batu Museng worried about Maipa Deapati and made him

depression. She is not the only a beautiful girl, a single flower in the park. Many

fragrant flowers in various parks. Stars in the sky are uncountable

The expression of Maipa is no the only beautiful girl, Maipa a single flower is

the park is metaphor. Maipa Deapati compared to flower and star. The comparison in

metaphor is implied because this expression does not have the connective word such

as like, seems, and as. While the metaphor expression can be seen from the dialogue

of drama below:

Tumalompowa : “My passion on having her becomes bigger
now there is no woman more than her that i do
want as my bride …even this flower is not
enough to depict her beauty....she is the best
flower among flower ...”

The quotation above describes that the expression of Maipa is the best flower

among the flower is metaphor. Maipa Deapati compared to flower. The comparison

in metaphor is implied because this expression does not have the connective word

such as like, seems, and as.
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c. Personification

Extract 23 illustrates that personification is the style of language that gives the

characteristics of human to inanimate objects. This figurative language can be found

not only in novel but also in drama. We can see form the dialogue below:

“jika begini cara Datu berlayar, bakal tak sampai jiwa dan badan ke
rantau tujuan. Boleh jadi hanya keranda tuanku yang akan balik
menemui kekasih dan tak putus menunggu dan berharap.”
(Baso.2002:14)

The quotation above gives details that the utterance in this extract said by the ship

man when he believes that sadness will make nothing. Sadness is something which

can loose hope and spirit besause he thinks that sadness is a wasting thing in their

trip. He compresses a bier.

The expression of personification contains in a bier which wants to meet his

lover. The ship man personifies bier. In this expression, inanimate object is like bier

is treated as though it were a person. It can act to meet someone like human.

Raga pun mulai melayang ke udara Raga itu melentik lentik,dari
kaki ke tangan, kemudian ke kepala. Lalu melambung lagi ke atas, dan
jatuh kembali ke kaki lain. (Baso, 2002:21)

The extract above is said by the narrator. When he tells the rattan is cirve

upward and back from leg to hand then head. After that it throws up, and fall back

to the leg. He compresses the rattan.

The expression of personification contains in rattan which acts as finger. The

narrator personifies rattan. In this expression, inanimate object is like rattan is
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treated as though it were a person’s hand. It can act to dance like human. While the

expression of personification in drama can be seen from the quotation below:

Maepa : If you love me my lord… please allow your
matatarampa toches my neck… on the name
of Allah SWT… I’ll do it sincerely because my
ove to you my lord…

The quotation above explains that the expression of personification contains in

matarampa which acts as human. The narrator personifies matarampa. In this

expression, inanimate object is like matarampa treats a though it were a human. It can

act to do like human.

d. Irony

Extract 24 expalins that irony is the style of language to express something

captured by the reader that should be opposite from the literal meaning. This

figurative language is reduced in drama by the director. We can seen form the

quotation below in the novel:

“Maaf beribu-ribu maaf tuanku hamba tak layak melalui berjenjang
empat puluh yang dihampari kain putih ini. Hamba takut durhaka
karena turunan hamba tak layak menginjak yang tuanku
hamparkan didepan hamba. Hamba hanya orang biasa. Turunan
bangsawan rendah, sudah bercampurpula, tidak asli lagi sebagai
kehendak tuanku,” (Baso,2002:31)

The quotation above explains the situation of irony occurs when Datu Museng

arrives at the palace. He says many sorry to the king and queen because he thinks that

he is appropriate to walk on the white kain. He is afraid of durhaka because he is not

form the highest blue blood as they are he is only an ordinary man his blue blood is

not as high as they.
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The irony expression contains in he is afraid of durhaka because his blood is

not suitable to walk on white kain which was terhampar in front him. It is

categorized into irony due to the fact statement by Datu Museng is oppoite of what

the king and queen expected. They hope after Datu Museng arrived, they can walk

together on the white kain happily like they think before, but what happens is the

opposite of their expectation.

The expression of irony said by Datu Museng shows the personality of him has

changed. His judgment about the same status has turned into ridiculous. Datu Museng

who says social status is a difference describes that it is untrue. He becomes the

person who does not believe in different social status because he feels relation is built

by the blood.

e. Hyperbole

Extract 25 states that hyperbole is the style of language in expressing something

exaggeratedly even beyond of human logic. This figurative language can be seen in

both novel and drama. We can see from the dialogue below:

“Hanya ke Mekka dan Medina, kek? Cuma mengarungi laut
berombakkan air, menjelajah Sahara berpadangkan pasir? Tak
usah kuatir. Kelaut api sekalipun aku akan pergi, demi
mengadatkan mutiara hidupku. Aku akan pergi menghadang laut
marabahaya, melintasi lautan berombak setinggi rumah. Aku akan
menjelajah padang pasir yang terik membara membakar jagat…  ”
(Baso, 2002:7)

The quotation above shows that the expression above is said by Datu Museng

when he talks to his grandfather related to his trip to Mekka and Madina. He said that
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just over the sea waving water, roam the Sahara desert. Do not have to worry.

Even goes to the fire sea he will go.

Datu Museng’s expression is categorized into hyperbole because he said. Even

goes to the fire sea he will go that has hyperbole elements, it is exaggerated thing.

The key word of hyperbole in this expression is even goes to the fire sea he will go.

Datu Museng’s expression is beyond human logic that even goes to the fire sea

he will go. Normally, there is not sea contains a fire. The hyperbole expression even

goes to the fire sea he will go aims to dramatize the struggle which is felt by Datu

Museng when he talks to his granfarther to struggle achieving his love. The hyperbole

expression will give dramatic effect to the reader. He can imagine the struggle of

Datu Museng in getting his lover, how hard his efford to make it happens. While the

hyperbole can be seen from the quotation below:

Consellor : Mr . . all of that i told you last night is true . .
She is a special diamond among Diamond .
. there is nothing on her beauty . .

The quotation above conveys that concellor’s expression is beyond human logic

that she is a special diamond among diamonds; there is nothing in her beauty.

Normally, it could not be compare between a beauty of girls and many diamonds. The

hyperbole expression there is nothing on her beauty aims to dramatize princess’s

beauty among the gilrs in the kingdom. The hyperbole expression will give dramatic

effect to the reader. He can imagine how beautiful Maipa in the kingdom is.
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8. The Adaptation of Moral Value Novel Datu Museng and Maipa Deapati

into Drama the Endless Love of Datu Museng and Maipa Deapti.

a. Never give up

Extract 25 describes that the never give up which can be found in both novel and

drama. It is explained that no body lives without problem in this word.it depends on

personal; he will face his problem and find the solution or run away from it and

makes it to be like as a burden in his life. Sometimes we give up with the problems

can train us to be a strong person in facing our life. We should try hard to find

solution. We can see from the quotations below:

“”cari dan petik Bunga Ejana Madina (kambang Medina). Jika
berhasil memetiknya, percayalah cita-citamu akan terkabul. Maipa
Deapati akan dapat kau miliki. Semua perintang, onak-duri, tanjakan
tajam, apalagi kerikil, dengan mudah kau lindas dan lewati.”(Baso,
2002:6-7)

Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkasara’ : Are you worried ? have you
felt a doubt in your heart now ?

Datu Museng : We have discussed it that it’s
a big shame for us to stop
when we have said and
decided what we believe . .

Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkasara’ : Despite you will be dying
instead of it ?

Datu Museng : Grandfa . . kualleangi
tallanga na towaliya . . I
prefer to die than hand over
what i have believed . . (BSI,
2015: scene 2)

b. Nationalism

Extract 27 carries that nationalis which can be showed in both literary works. So,

it is described that we live not alone; there are families, friends, societies and kinds of
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people. We must help one to other. If our family needs our help, as possible we help

them. It can be seen from the extract below:

“tuanku Maggauka, tuanku gelarang, dan tuan-tuan anggota adat
sekalian yang mulia. Jangankan ke Makassar, kelaut api sekalipun
hamba akan pergi. Hamba adalah abdi tuanku. Sabda tuanku adalah
perintah Negara yang tak dapat dielakkan dan tak mungkin ditolak
oleh seorang abdi Negara.” (Baso,2002: 73-74)

c. Strength of heart

Extract 28 describes that strength of heart which can be seen in both novel and

drama. Therefore, it is clarified that people have the strength of heart and strong

faithful, to make our life become quite and peaceful. We must belief in God. Because

who has all soul, body to keep by God’s. We can see from the quotation below:

“Sekarang ku hembuskan nafasku dalam nafasmu, dan kuterima
nafasmu dalam nafasku, kau dan aku hanya satu…amin!” (Baso, 2002:
11)

The queen : My son . . Datu Museng . . we have seen your pure
love to Maepa Deapati . . I, myself, can’t do anything
to separate you both …(BSI,2015:scene 2)

d. Optimist and thingking positively

Extract 29 describes that optimist and thingking positively can be found not only

in novel but also in drama. Consequently, it is pronounced that when we have decided

a decision, we must optimistic and thinking positively that is good decision for our

live. It can be seen from the extract below:
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“jika keyakinanmu telah bulat, kamauan sudah keras membaja dan
tekad telah membungkah, akan kusuruh buatkan bahtera kenaikanmu
ke Mekka mencari Bunga Ejana Madina.” (Baso, 2002: 7)

Datu’ Museng : I have prepared myself for everything since I felt in
love with Maepa for the first time . .
I swear to myself I never make a step back even a
little for my love, Maepa Deapati . . (BSI,2015:scene
2)

e. Believe in God

Extract 30 tells that believe in God can be showed in both novel and drama.

Thus, it is defined that people become necessity for believing existence of God; belief

in all of his creation, use our mind to look at his direction. We can see it all of the

main characters when they give confession about God’s grandeur an every God’s

creation. It can be seen from the extract below:

“ku pinta pada Tuhan, kurebut kau dari tangan manusia, dari
kekuasaan duniawi dan ayahandamu Maggauka. Dengarlah adinda,
tak ada benteng yang kukuh, taka da lascar yang kuat, semua akan
hancur jika Tuhan menhendaki.” (Baso, 2002:11)

Datu Museng : ohhh…so, you are Karaeng
Galesong…alhamdulillah…I’m happy that
Allah SWT let me to meet with one of my
family here…(BSI,2015: scene 4)

f. Struggle for life

Extract 31 conveys that struggle for life can be seen not only in novel but also in

drama. Hence, it is explicated that everyone who lives in this world certainly face

many problems. As a proverb says, “”the higher of a tree, the wind become stronger.”
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It can be challenged that will make his strongher life of be obstacles that will

burden his life. It depends on him how he will manage and overcome them.

Demikian sejak itu, sejak pulau Sumbawa di belakangi dan pulau
Lombok dan Bali tepat dihaluan bahtera, datu Museng tetap tinggal di
geladak di waktu malam untuk bersemedi. Ia baru turun, ke ruang
bawah untuk beristirahat di kala fajar akan menyingsing, hingga
petang berebut senja. Makan dan minumnya tak pernah banyak dalam
usaha mendekatkan diri sedekat-dekatnya kepada Maha Pencipta.
(Baso,2002:15)

Datu Museng : my brother…you are my family…but if you want to
take my life…then do it because I’m happy to die in my
own family than to die the bastards like you there…!
(BSI,2015: scene 4)

Based on the discussion above, the researcher found out the different between

previous studies and this research. According to Mahanani and Aderia, those thesis

shown three of intrinsic elements, such as plot, character, and setting. While the

researcher shown all of the elemnt intrinsic, they were plot, character, setting, point

of view, theme, tone, style the aouthor/ use figurative language, and last the moral

value.

Overall discussion above, shown that the adaptation taken from the novel into

its drama is reduction done by the director. The reduction is not without purpose,

Indeed It is not all the scenes in the novel comes in the drama, of course it can happen

because of the limited duration of drama. However, if we look deeper, all sides in this

novel is basically going to appear in the drama.

In other hand, the director tried to make a variation, director tried for

producing variations in a deliberately different from the novel, such as the difference
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in the character of the prince Manngalasa, in drama prince Mangalasa made more

brave, imperious, and died when he faught with Datu Musseng, director's objectives

here makes variation is to make the story more attractive. In this case, the director

seems avoid addition story doe to its losing original sense. That is why the director

did not make it complex but he did not forget the dramatic aspect of the story.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

These consist of two parts. The first part deals with the conclusion and the

second one deals with suggestion.

A. CONCLUSION

Based on the finding on the discussion adaptation of novel Datu Museng and

Maipa Deapati into drama the endless love of Datu Museng and Maipa Deapati, the

researcher concludes that the transformation of novel into drama through the

structural approach based on the following evidences:

There is no exposition in drama while in novel is. While, there is different

rising action in both works. Next, there is also a different complications/climax

between novel and its drama. The last, There is a different resolution between the

novel and the drama. Characters: there is different character between novel and

drama specifically Mangngalasa’s character. In novel he is a coward man but in

drama he is also a brave prince. There is different setting of place and time both in

novel and in drama. The place on ship of I Lologading and princess’ room in novel

were reduced in drama. While, the setting of time in novel which happened in the

night also reduced in drama. The endless love is theme either in novel or in drama.

Points of view in both works used the third-person point of view or omniscient point

of view. The author and the director’s attitude both in novel and in drama are to

criticize the cultural tradition which forbade an ordinary people to get married with
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the king’s daughter. Figurative language in both works used simile, metaphor,

personification, irony and hyperbole in his novel while the director only used simile,

personification and hyperbole. The moral values both in novel and drama are never

give up, nationalism, strength of heart, optimist and thinking positively, believe in

God and struggle for life.

B. SUGGESTION

Based on the conclusion above, the researcher proposes the following

suggestions:

a. Adaptation of the novel Datu Museng and Maipa Deapti and the endless love

of Datu Museng and Maipa Deapt can help the readers to understand the

difference in both wotks. For that reason it is suggested the readers to identify

the adaptation of novel into drama throught plot, characters,setting, theme,

points of view and tone.

b. The study of adaptation of the novel Datu Museng and Maipa Deapti and the

endless love of Datu Museng and Maipa Deapt can help the readers

understand the differentiation that occurs in bothh works. Therefore it is

suggested the readers to apply the theory in further research.
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THE FIRST SCEEN

Properti : 2 Kursi Kerajaan, 1 kursi biasa, Bangku-bangku Kecil,
Baskom, 2 keris, pilar  dengan tombaknya, karpet.

Pemain : Narator - (Mujahidah)
Ma’gauka (Raja Sumbawa) – (Jumarlin)
The Queen (Ratu Sumbawa) – (Ita Muthia)
Manggalasa (Pangeran Lombok) – (Tesya)
Dato’ (Penyihir) – (Nikcte)
Ibu’ Inang (Pengasuh Maepa Deapati) – (Dewi)
Anangguru (Ajudan Raja Sumbawa) – (Rani)
Deanga dan Gelarang (Ajudan Raja Sumbawa) – (Riani

dan Hasmi)
Bodyguards 1 & 2 (Pengawal Pangeran Manggalasa) –

(Idha dan Aulia)

Latar : Kerajaan Sumbawa
Suasana : Siang Hari
Pengatur Latar : BJ
Pengatur Suara : Esy
Pengatur Lampu: Adi

Dalam Kerajaan Sumbawa Dato’ dan Ma’gauka sedang berdiskusi dan
melakukan pencarian terhadap putrid satu-satunya yang telah hilang dari
kerajaan Sumbawa. (LAMPU SOROT NYALA) mengarah pada Ma’gauka
dan Dato’. (MUSIK BERBUNYI).

Dato’ : (MUSIK SEMAKIN MENGECIL dan HILANG) Three…!!!
Three…!!!

Ma’gauka : What do you mean “Three…!!!”?

Dato’ : My lord, just look into the water… please my lord, I believe you
can understand what you are seeing in the water…

Ma’gauka : Three kidnapers??!!!

Dato’ : You are right, my lord…

Ma’gauka : But whom??!!!

Dato’ : (JEDA), But I just can show my best on it. The further results is
in the God’s hand…



Ma’gauka : Can you show me more?

Dato’ : With my biggest pleasure, I’ll do it, but I remind you, my lord…
that the God is the owner of what will happen…

DATO’ BERKONSENTRASI PENUH DAN MENAMBAHKAN
KEMENYAN YANG LEBIH KE TUNGKU AIR DEPAN MEREKA,
KEMUDIAN AIR ITU MENGELUARKAN ASAP.

Dato’ : I get it my lord!!! Look at it please…

Ma’gauka : Two men and a woman??!!

BUT DATO’ IS JUST SILENT AND DO NOTHING WHILE IS KEEPING
WACTH THE WATER, THEN SUDDENLY THE WATER CHANGES
INTO RED AS BLOOD !!

Dato’ : Aaaarrrrhhhhhh…..!!!

DATO’ SUDDENLY SCREAMS AND HE IS THROWN AWAY
UNCONCIOUSLY FOR AWHILE . .

Ma’gauka : Dato’… What’s going on??!!!

Dato’ : (SETENGAH SIUMAN dan KETAKUTAN) It’s bad… It’s
dangerous… it’s dangerous…!!! (LAMPU SOROT
MENGARAH KE DATO’ MENGIKUTI KEPERGIANNYA
YANG BERLARI KELUAR DENGAN SANGAT TAKUT)

Ma’gauka sits on his throne, then calls his servant (anangguru . .)

Ma’gauka : (Memangggil dengan suara lantang) ANANGGURU…!!!

Anangguru : (Muncul dari luar kerajaan) Yeah my lord…

Ma’gauka : You have run after Dato’ and bring him back before me quickly…

Anangguru : On the name of you, my lord. I’ll make sure that he will be here
before you in no time…

THEN ANANGGURU WENTS AWAY TO RUN AFTER DATO’. WHILE
MA’GAUKA IS STILL SITTING ON HIS THRONE, HE CALLS IBU’
INANG . .

Ma’gauka : Bu’ Inang… Ibu Inang…!!!

Ibu Inang : (Datang ke depan Ma’gauka) Yes, my lord…

Ma’gauka : Please, put the water out of my sight…

Ibu Inang : Yes, my lord… as you wish…



WHEN IBU’ INANG LEAVES THE STAGE, THE QUEEN APPROACHES
AND COMES TO THE KING . .

The Queen : What about the Dato’s prediction on it?

Ma’gauka : Our prediction is right, but Dato couldn’t make it clear because of
the kidnapers power…

THEN THE QUEEN GOES TO HER ROOM, BUT WHEN SHE STARTS
TO MAKE A STEP, SHE STOPS HER STEP BECAUSE OF THE
ARRIVING OF GELARANG AND DEANGA . .

GELARANG AND DEANGA COME BEFORE THE KING & QUEEN,
THEN THEY GREET TO THEM . .

Ma’gauka : How does your investigation go on?

Deanga : My lord… our investigation…??? (Deanga dan Gelarang menatap
satu sama lain dengan rasa takut dan gugup sambil berkode satu
sama lain)…

The Queen : Gelarang, tell me now.. I do miss her now… these eyes are out of
tears… I can’t stop crying because of her. Tell me… Deanga…
Gelarang… tell me now… (Dengan raut wajah yang sedih).

Gelarang : My lord, we have to say a million thank to the almighty God,
Allah SWT because we’re success to make sure that the princess
is with Datu’ Museng now…

Ma’gauka : My daughter is in Datu’ Museng’s home?? How could be??
(Dengan raut wajah kaget dan marah)

The Queen : Why don’t you bring her back here?

Deanga : My lord, to solve this problem, we have to face it with the
temperate approach. We beg that you can still control the emotion
of your on it, my lord…

Gelarang : Deangan is right, my lord…

They say sorry for the late information about the princess’s where
about.

Ma’gauka : Sorry?! Asking for sorry?!!! (Dengan sangat marah dan berdiri)

The Queen : My king… calm down. We have to let them tell the whole report
firstly, my lord…



Ma’gauka : Yeah, you are right, mu queen. But our beloved daughter must be
brought back here for all cost…!!!

The Queen : Therefore, we have to hear the whole report. Gelarang…
Deanga… Please go on.

Deanga : As you wish, my lord. With the biggest pleasure of us, we have
told them about your wish, my lord. That Datu’ Museng respects
your honor because it’s the honor of Sumbawa.

The Queen : Then what is Datu’ Museng’s respon?

Deanga : We just talked to Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkarasa because Datu’
Museng doesn’t want to talk to us…

Ma’gauka : Why??? What’s his respon???

Deanga : Hmmm,,,hmmm,,hmmm,, (Penuh dengan rasa takut)

Ma’gauka : What did he say?

Gelarang : Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkasara said that Datu’ Museng’s time is
only for Maepa Deapati…

Ma’gauka : Datu’ Museng…. You!!! (Geram)

The Queen : My king… Please let them to continue their
report…(Menenangkan Raja)

Gelarang : My lord, We also told him that you have considered Datu’
Museng as your own son. So, Datu’ Museng should want to solve
this problem together.

Ma’gauka : Then, what was his respon?

Gelarang : Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkasara just nooded, my lord…

Deanga : His nod was a signal that he understands…

Ma’gauka : When someone is nodding, it doesn’t always mean an agreement.

Deanga : What do you mean, my lord?

Ma’gauka : It can be an indignity.

The Queen : But he shows his respect behaviors to us???

Ma’gauka : It was just a cover…

The Queen : So, What is my king’s next move to solve this problem?



Ma’gauka : Gelarang… Deanga… You have to go back there once again.
Maepa Deapati must be here in no time before Prince Manggalasa
arrives here.

Gelarang & Deanga : Yes, my lord…

BOTH OF DELEGATES GO AFTER THEY GREET TO THE KING &
QUEEN . .

The Queen : My king, I think we shouldn’t send a messager to the sultan of
Lombok shortly.

Ma’gauka : What do you mean, my queen?

The Queen : I worry there will be something that we never want to be…

Ma’gauka : I don’t know where I must hide my shame from the sultan of
Lombok!!!

The Queen : Don’t worry my king…

Ma’gauka : But by all accounts, Maepa Deapati………

MA’GAUKA STOPS TO TALK BECAUSE OF THE ARRIVE OF
MANGALASA AND HIS TWO ADJUTANTS...

Mangalasa : My lord…

Ma’gauka : Mangalasa… !!! (Dengan rasa sedikit panic karena kedatangan
yang tiba-tiba dari Mangalasa)…

Mangalasa : Maybe my coming is late anough, my lord…

Ma’gauka : No Mangalasa… You are not late my son… Please take a sit…

Mangalasa… How about the condition of my best friend, your
father, the sultan of Lombok?

Mangalasa : He is good as a thousand men…

My lord, How about Maepa’s condition?

Ma’gauka : My son,… Mangalasa. I don’t know how I shoud tell it to you…

Mangalasa : My lord, just tell me.

The Queen : She is kidnapped…



Mangalasa : (Kaget dan tidak berkata-kata untuk beberapa saat)

My lord, the king of Sumbawa, isn’t there another way to take and
bring her back here?

The Queen : Mangalasa, my son… We have been trying it.

Ma’gauka : He is not the only one, but his grandfather’s, Tobo’ Le’lenna
Mangkasara, is also as same problem as Datu’ Museng…

Mangalasa : Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkasara??? Hmmm, I know him…

(Terdiam untuk beberapa menit dan mendengar suara-suara)

SUDDENLY ANANGGURU COMES BEFORE THEM . .

Anangguru : My lord…

Ma’gauka : Where is the oracle?

Anangguru : My lord, I’m sorry… I don’t find him.

Mangalasa : (Menghentikan percakapan antara Raja dan Anangguru)

My lord, did you use an oracle to bring Maepa back?

Ma’gauka : It’s not as same as you see my son…

Mangalasa : So, why do you still ask the oracle for a help, my lord?

Ma’gauka : I just want to know this problem further…

(Sambil bertanya ke Anangguru kembali) What did you want to
report to me?

Anangguru : I’m sorry my lord, I can’t catch him up eventhough tried my best
to follow him.. He runs as fast as tiger.

Mangalasa : Anangguru!!! (Sambil menunjuk) You have to find and bring the
oracle before us, no matter what… and don’t show your face
before you find him..!!!

Anangguru : As you wish my prince…

ANANGGURU INTEND TO GO, BUT HE IS STOPPED BY THE KING’S
VOICE . .

Ma’gauka : Wait Anangguru… I have just remember her. Please Anangguru,
go inside and bring Ibu Inang before me.



Anangguru : As you wish my lord…

THEN ANANGGURU GO INSIDE AND LEAVE THE STAGE . .

The Queen : Ibu Inang? What’s going on Ibu Inang?

Ma’gauka : According what the oracle said, one of the kidnapers is a women.

IBU INANG COMES BEFORE THE KING, QUEEN, AND MANGALASA
AND ANANGGURU IS BEHIND OF IBU INANG . .

Ma’gauka : (Menatap Anangguru)

Anangguru, go and catch up Gelarang and Deanga, then tell them
that they have to go back here.

Anangguru : Yes my lord, as you wish… (Pergi meninggalkan panggung)

Ibu Inang : My lord…

Ma’gauka : I’d like to tell me the truth about my beloved daughter.

Ibu Inang : What do you mean my lord?

Ma’gauka : Hmm… answer my questions…

Do you know what happened in the room when Datu’s Museng
healed my daughter?

Ibu Inang : I don’t know, my lord…

Ma’gauka : Then, what did happened when there were only both of you in the
room?

Ibu Inang : The princess just hugged me, my lord…

Ma’gauka : Then, what’s next?

Ibu Inang : Then she told me she wanted to go to pound for bathing in the
midnight…

Ma’gauka : Any else?

Ibu Inang : Any else? Hmm, I think it’s over all that I can say to you, my
lord…

Ma’gauka : Are you sure?



Ibu Inang : Yes, I am, my lord…

Ma’gauka : Can you swear on the name of Allah SWT?

IBU INANG IS SAYING NO WORD AFTER SHE HEARS WHAT THE
KING SAID . .

The Queen : Ibu Inang… Please, just tell us all of the truth…

Ma’gauka : Yeah Ibu Inang, I just want you to be honest now!

Mangalasa : Do what the king has said!!!

AFTER IBU INANG GOT THE SHOUT FROM MANGALASA, SHE IS
GETTING NERVOUS AND SCARED . .

Mangalasa : Do you intend to tell us all of the truth or not?!!!

IBU INANG COMES CLOSER AND KNEEL BEFORE THE KING AND
QUEEN SUDDENLY . .

Ibu Inang : My lors,,, Please forgive me… Please forgive me… I didn’t tell
you the whole story. Forgive me my lord. (Meminta maaf sambil
menangis)

Mangalasa : What?!! How dare you! So you are taking your part on this
problem too!!

Ibu Inang : My prince, forgive me… Please forgive me. I didn’t intend to hide
it. Please forgive me…

SUDDENLY, THE PRINCE KICKS IBU INANG WHEN IBU INANG
TRIES TO GRAB MANGALASA’S LEGS FOR ASKING FORGIVENESS.

WHEN MANGALASA INTENDS TO GIVE HER THE SECOND WAVE,
HIS BODYGUARDS STOP HIM GENTLY. .

The 1st BG : Please my lord, it just wastes your strength.. it doesn’t make a
sense. My lord…

The 2nd BG : My lord, remember. She is just a woman .. no strength.. no
worthy.



The Queen : (Datang mendekat ke Ibu Inang) Ibu Inang . . before Maepa
deapati was born, you have been here with you parents. we have
believed you for a long time. We also entrust the little Maepa to
you in which to be took care . . because we thought there is no
other woman more than you to take this responsibility . . (Diam
dan menunjukkan kesedihannya dari raut wajah dan matanya)

The Queen : We are very glad, and we also thank on your dedication and on
what you have done to our beloved daughter . . but you dare to
put away my daughter . . the only my beloved daughter taht i have
in my life . . . . (Mencoba berjalan dan kembali ke samping raja
namun The Queen terjatuh)

Ma’gauka : (hold his queen) look now . . !! look what you have done !!

SEVERAL LADIES COME OUT TO HELP THE QUEEN COME INTO
HER ROOM . .

THEN THE KING LOOK AT TO IBU INANG WHILE STILL STANDING.

Mangalasa : see . . !!! see what you have done . . you have known the problem
but you say nothing !!. .  why did you hide it ??!!

Ibu Inang : because i do love Maepa Deapati by my life . . your love is a real
fake here

Mangalasa : do you know what will befall u because of your fool ? why do
you lie ?

Ibu Inang : i’m very aware of it, my lord . . but the love between . . .

IBU INANG STOPS TO SAY HER STATEMENT, BECAUSE
MANGALASA STARTS TO GIVE HER THE THIRD WAVE OF HIM,
BUT THE 1ST BODYGUARD STOPS HIM WHILE THE 2ND

BODYGUARD SAVES IBU INANG AND BRINGS HER INSIDE IN NO
TIME . .

The 1st bodyguard : (he stops Mangalasa and he also stops mangalasa on
releasing the cover of his keris) my prince . . it’s no use to
kill the person who already to die . .

The 2nd bodyguard : (he approaches from inside) my lord . . the win is not
talking about taking back your girl, but how you take back
either your pride or the pride of the two kingdoms . .

My prince.what about we just prepare our troops to
destroy our enemies?



Mangalasa : (while he is still being stoping by his guards) but she is
also one of my enemies in this case . .

The 2nd bodyguard : my lord . . we do understand the circumstance . . but you
are a man who was born in Lombok . . if you have to shed
someone’s blood . . it must be the blood of a man, my lord
. .

Mangalasa : (he stops himself and makes up his clothe and his kris)
thanks . .

(LAMPU SOROT MATI, dan SUASANA MENJEADI GELAP GULITA)

(Pergantian Sceen dengan Musik dan mengatur property untuk Sceen 2).



THE SECOND SCEEN

Properti : Balla-Balla’, Pintu, Horden, Nampan, 2 Gelas, 4 keris, 2
tombak, karpet.

Pemain : Narator - (Mujahidah)
Datu’ Museng – (Kurniadi)
Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkasara (Kakek Datu’Museng) –

(Hajrah)
Maepa Deapati – (Indah)
Ma’gauka (Raja Sumbawa) – (Jumarlin)
The Queen (Ratu Sumbawa) – (Ita Muthia)
Manggalasa (Pangeran Lombok) – (Tesya)
Deanga dan Gelarang (Ajudan Raja Sumbawa) – (Riani

dan Hasmi)
Bodyguards 1 & 2 (Pengawal Pangeran Manggalasa) –

(Idha dan Aulia)

Latar : Rumah Datu’ Museng di Sumbawa
Suasana : Siang Hari
Pengatur Latar : BJ
Pengatur Suara : Esy
Pengatur Lampu: Mujahidah

DATU’ MUSENG AND HIS GRANDFA ARE SITTING IN FRONT OF
THEIR HOUSE WHILE THEY ARE DISCUSSING ON WHAT IS
HAPPENING  . .

Datu’ Museng : Grandfa . . I wonder what Ma’gauka’s though
about us now ??

Tobo’ le’lenna Mangkasara’ : What’s going on you ? are u scared ? don’t worry
my son . . I swear on the name of this
sword, NOBODY can cut your hair even a piece as
long as I’m here . .

Datu’ Museng : I never doubt how strong you are, my grandfa . . I
just want to know what they will do

Next after sending gelarang and Deanga before us .
.

Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkasara’ : I do know. . you and Maepa are doing anynya’la’,
but I have nothing to stop you my son because



I also know you and Maepa are falling in love . .
but my son . . this is not the  end. .but this is just
begun whether you will be happy or fall into the
deepest sadness . .

Maepa deapati : Datu’ . . (manja)

Datu’ Museng : I have prepared myself for everything since I felt in
love with Maepa for the first time . .

I swear to myself I never make a step back even a
little for my love, Maepa Deapati . .

Maepa Deapati : Datu’ . . (manja)

Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkasara’ : But my son . . you have to know the girl who does
“silariang”, she will choose to die than taken

off from her love . . die then taken off . .

Datu’ Museng : I know it well, granfa . .

Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkasara’ : Then just go inside because she is waiting for you
now . .

Maepa Deapati : Ooo Datu’  . . (dengan manja)

THEN DATU’ GO INSIDE, BUT IN THE SAME TIME, GELARANG AND
DEANGA ARRIVE THERE . .

Gelarang & Deanga : Assalamu’alaikum warahmatullahi wabarakatu . .

Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkasara’ : Wa’alaikumsalam warahmatullahi wabarakatu . .

Deanga : Mr. Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkasara’ . . this is the
third time we visit you . .

Gelarang : And in our culture . . the third is the last for
negotiation . . we hope you can understand and
allow us to bring princess Maepa back to the castle
. .

Deanga : Then if Datu’ Museng understands it, he can
choose every single ladies in sumbawa to be his
bride . .

Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkasara’ : Then if she is Maepa ?

Deanga : The princess is the exception in this case . .



Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkasara’ : So if he still stand on what he has believed, what
do you want to do ?

Deanga : There is no need to do something waste like this
‘cause Maepa is given for marriage since she and
Mangalasa were still young . .

Gelarang : But if the smooth way is broke . . then there is no
change to avoid the war . .

Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkasara’ : You have to know . . my grandchild, Datu Museng
has made a promise that he’ll never handover his
love . . he prefers to die than doing it . .

Deanga : Humm . . then forgive us if there will be something
that you never want . .

Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkasara’ : I do know the worst . . then go back . . TABE’ . .!!
(he askes them to go away from his house).

Then after they go back to the palace, DATU’ MUSENG AND MAEPA
COME OUT AND MAKE SOME CONVERSATION WITH TOBO’
LE’LENNA MANGKASARA’ . .

Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkasara’ : Datu’ . . this is the third and the last time they
come here . .

Datu’ Museng : I heard all of your conversation with them . .

Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkasara’ : Are you worried ? have you felt a doubt in your
heart now ?

Datu Museng : We have discussed it that it’s a big shame for us to
stop when we have said and decided what we

believe . .

Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkasara’ : Despite you will be dying instead of it ?

Datu Museng : Grandfa . . kualleangi tallanga na towaliya . . I
prefer to die than hand over what i have believed . .

Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkasara’ : Hold it tightly, my son . . the son of Mangkasara’ .
. then go back inside ‘cause I want to go out for a
while . .



BUT WHEN TOBO’ LE’LENNA MANGKASARA’ WANTS TO STAND
UP, MAIPA COMES OUT WHILE SHE IS BRINGING SOMETHING . .

Maepa Deapati : Grandfa . .

Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkasara’ : Maepa . .

Maepa Deapati : These are two cups of coffee for you and Datu’ . . it
is taboo for leaving without drinking them first . .

Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkasara’ : Did u ask Maepa on doing it Datu’ ?

Maepa Deapati : No . .  I do it by myself, grandfa . .

THEN DATU’ MUSENG AND GRANDFA JUST SMILE AND START TO
DRINK THE COFFEE . .

Maepa Deapati : Grandfa . . exactly I was used to make it for  my
father and my mother everyday even though ibu

inang always prohibited me on doing it . .

Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkasara’ : Hahaha . . I wonder how happy they are . .
hahaha . .

Maepa Deapati :What do you mean, grandfa ?

Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkasara : I mean . . Datu Museng’s parents . .

Maepa Deapati : Humm . . I’m sorry, grandfa . . Datu Museng told
me that his parents are death . . but he

didn’t tell me why they die . .

Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkasara’ : His parents were killed by Dutch when we were
still in Mangkasara’..

Maepa Deapati : I’m sorry, grandfa . .

Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkasara’ : Doesn’t matter . . now on i’m happy to see both
of you here . . 

Datu’ Museng : Maepa . . let’s encourage grandfa by singing a
song for him, won’t you ?

Maepa Deapati : Yeah my love . .



THEN THEY START TO SING A SONG THAT NAMELY “BATTU RATE
MA’ RI BULANG”

THEN AFTER THEY SING THE SONG . . SUDDENLY MANGALASA
AND THE TWO BODYGUARDS OF HIM & MAEPA’S PARENTS
APPROACH . .

The Queen : Maepa . . my beloved daughter . . please . .
mommy miss u so bad . . please come back to
home

Ma’gauka : Your mother is right . . you should come back to us
Maepa . .

Maepa Deapati : Father . . mother . . I know well that home is where
I belong . . but I’ve given my soul and my life to
Datu’ Museng since we decide to do anynyala’ . .

Mangalasa : Maepa . . I’m your fiance . . your true love . .

Maepa Deapati : I’m sorry Mangalasa . . but my love is only for my
Datu’ . .

Mangalasa : (geram) Datu’ . . !!

Listen . . don’t interrupt my fight between Datu’
Museng . . it’s a fight, one by one . . do you copy
me ?

The 1st & 2nd bodyguard : But my lord . . ?!!

Mangalasa : Just listen to me !! don’t interrupt my fight . . I’ll
take my pride by my own hands . .

The 1st & 2nd bodyguard : Alright my lord . .

Mangalasa : Here I come Datu’ . . !

Datu’ Museng : Then come to me . . !!

THEN THE FIGHT IS BEGUN . . BUT IN THE END, DAT U IS THE
WINNER . .

Datu’ Museng : I’m sorry prince . . it shouldn’t end like this . .

Mangalasa : Datu’ . . this is the right way . . you got what you
got . . and I lost what I can’t . .



THEN THE TWO BODYGUARDS OF MANGALASA BRING
MANGALASA’S CORPSE BACK TO LOMBOK . .

Datu’ Museng : (stands up slowly and greet the king and the queen
of sumbawa) my biggest apologize on what I have
been doing now . .

The king : (he says nothing)

The queen : My son . . Datu Museng . . we have seen your pure
love to Maepa Deapati . . I, myself, can’t do
anything to separate you both . .

The king : Yeah my son . . we have also seen your capability
to become the couple of Maepa who will lead
Sumbawa in the future . . then I give you my bless
as the father of Maepa Deapati . .

The queen : So do I, my son . .

Tobo’ Le’lenna Mangkasara’ : Then so do I . . our bless for both of you . . 

THEN DATU MUSENG AND MAEPA GET MARRIED . . AND AFTER IT,
THEY ARE SENT TO MANGKASARA’ SOLVE THE REBELION OF
DATU JAREWE’ WHOM ANNOUNCES HIMSELF AS THE KING OF
SUMBAWA . .

(LAMPU SOROT MATI, dan SUASANA MENJEADI GELAP GULITA)

(Pergantian Sceen dengan Musik dan mengatur property untuk Sceen 3).



THE THIRD SCEEN

Properti : Meja Kerja, Kursi Kerja, Gantungan Topi, Botol Wine, 2
Gelas Kaca, 1 keris, 1 karpet, 2 topi, 1 pistol, tanaman,
bunga buatan, Buku-buku.

Pemain : Narator - (Mujahidah)
Tumalompoa (Jenderal Belanda) – (Esy)
Counsellor (Juru Bahasa) – (Anugrah)
Datu’ Jarewe (Petinggi di Makassar) – (Ita Sari)
Dg. Jarre’ (Ajudan Jenderal Belanda) – (BJ)

Latar : Ruang Kerja Tumalompoa
Suasana : Siang Hari
Pengatur Latar : Hasmi
Pengatur Suara : Rani
Pengatur Lampu: Mujahidah

Dalam Ruang Kerja Tumalompoa, Tumalompoa sedang bingu, pusing, dan
berfikir tentang Maepa Deapati. (LAMPU SOROT NYALA) mengarah pada
Tumalompoa. MUSIK mengiringi…

Tumalompowa : (Sambil berjalan bolak-balik di depan meja kerjanya)
Sounsellor . . counsellor . . come here .

Counsellor : (Mendengar panggilan jendral, consellor langsung masuk
dengan hormat) yes . . Mr . .

Tumalompoa : Consellor . . tell me more about Maepa Deapati that you
told me last night . .

Consellor : Mr . . all of that i told you last night is true . . She is a
special diamond among Diamond . . there is nothing on
her beauty . .

Tumalompowa : (Kembali ke peraduan kerjanya kemudian mengambil
sekuntum bunga yang ada di meja kerjanya)

My passion on having her becomes bigger now . . there is
no woman more than her that i do want as my bride . .
even this flower is not enough to depict her beauty . .she
is the best flower among flower . . (tumalompowa
beranjaksambil berjalan bolak-balik lalu mencium
sejenak mawar itu lalu melemparkannya kemudian
diinjaknya)



Consellor : Yeah you are right Mr . . there is no other woman that
fits as your bride than Maepa Deapati . .

Tumalompowa : Where is Datu jarewe’ ?

Counsellor : Wait Mr . . please wait for a while, I’ll call her right now
. .

TIBA-TIBA DATU’ JAREWE DAN COUNSELLOR MASUK SETELAH
MENGETUK PINTU . .

Datu’ Jarewe : Good morning Mr. Tumalompowa and Mr. Counsellor . .

Tumalompowa : Oh . . good morning too . . Datu’ Jarewe, tell me now
what’s datu museng intend to do here ? does he come as
a merchant . . as a friend . . or as an enemy ?

Datu Jarewe : Like I said last night . . he doesn’t intend to come here
for nothing, but he comes here for investigate something
about the promotion that you give to me as the next
Ma’gauka . . that’s his main reason Mr . .

Tumalompowa : Oohh . . he can’t do it . . i have pointed you on the name
of the Queen of Netherland as the next Magauka. .Datu
Museng is only a mutineer. .and he must be punished . .

Consellor : I’ve prepared everything for it Mr . . I’ve told our lackeys
. .

Tumalompowa : Good . . good . . good . . (dengan suara yang puas) is it
true that he’s pretty strong ?

Consellor : Wow . . it’s true Mr . . !!

Tumalompowa : What ?!

Datu Jarewe : (Kaget dan berdiri, langsung menjawab lain agar
tunalompowa tenang) Ahh . . it’s just a rummor . . you
are pretty stronger than him Mr . . he just knows how to
use his brain and has a little power . .

Consellor : That’s i mean Mr . . he just has a unique ability that he
gets from the holy place which covered by dust . . it’s
called “Bunga Ejana Madinah” . .

Tumalompowa : Ooww . . de rood bloem van madinah, he ? then tell me
more about this man . .

Datu Jarewe : He loves his wife so much . . even his own life is nothing
. .



Tumalompowa : Good good . . so that we have to separate them . .

Counsellor : Separate them ?? why Mr . . ?

Tumalompowa : Why ?? hahaha based on my experience, if we’d like to
break someone, we have to break his spirit first . . nah . .
it will be a chaotic situation for Datu Museng, then it’s
easy to beat him down . .

Datu jarewe : It’s absolutely right Mr . .

Counsellor : Yeah yeah . . I like your plan so much Mr . . I intended to
say that before  . . hahaha

Tumalompowa : Good . . so, counsellor, bring Dg. Jarre here now . .

Counsellor : Yes Mr.

TUMALOMPOWA MENGAMBIL SEBOTOL ANGGUR DAN DUA
BOTOL GELAS LALU MINUM BERSAMA DENGAN DATU JAREWE)

Tumalompowa : Please . .(mereka minum bersama )

We must beat him down . . then you will be the next
Ma’gauka in Sumbawa . . Hahaha

Datu Jarewe : Right . . right . . you are absolutely right Mr . . we have
to . . we have to beat Datu museng down . . hahaha

AFTER SEVERAL MINUTES, WHILE THEY ARE DRINKING AND
LAUGH TOGETHER, CONSELLOR AND DG. JARRE COME IN . .

Counsellor : Excuse me Mr . .

Tumalompowa : Please come in . .

JURU BAHASA LANGSUNG DUDUK DI DEPAN MEJA
TUMALOMPOWA DISAMPING DATU JAREWE AND DG. JARRE’
LANGSUNG DUDUK BERSILA DI HADAPAN MEREKA . .

Dg. Jarre’ : My lord . . Tumalompowa . .

Tumalompowa : Dg. Jarre’ . . i will give you an order to go to Datu
Museng’s place . .

Dg. Jarre’ : Oohh Datu Museng’s home . . hum i know it my lord . .



Tumalompowa : where is it ?

Dg. Jarre’ : he lives in Galesong village . .

Tumalompowa : Dg. Jarre . . you go there, then tell him if he wants to live
here safely, he must hand over all of his weapons . .

Dg. Jarre : Yes Mr . .

Tumalompowa : His weapons and his wife . .

Dg. Jarre : His wife ??

Tumalompowa : Yeah . . his wife . . do you have a problem about it ?

Dg. Jarre : But he can be very angry . .

Tumalompowa : Then what ? are you scared ?

Dg. Jarre : No mr . . this is talking about SIRI’ . .

Consellor : Just do it !!

Dg. Jarre : Yes . . yes . . (dengan ketakutan)

Tumalompowa : Then go . .(Dengan wajah yang angkuh dan kesal)

THEN DG JARRE’ GO TO DATU MUSENG’S HOME AND THE SCENE
IS DONE.

(LAMPU SOROT MATI, dan SUASANA MENJEADI GELAP GULITA)

(Pergantian Sceen dengan Musik dan mengatur property untuk Sceen 4).



THE FOURTH SCEEN

Properti : 2 Kursi, Karpet, 3 Keris, 1 Topi, 1 Pistol, 1 Tombak,

Pemain : Narator - (Mujahidah)
Datu’ Museng – (Kurniadi)
Tumalompoa (Jenderal Belanda) – (Esy)
Karaeng Galesong – (Jumarlin)
Bonggang Kananga (Ajudan Datu’ Museng) – (Iskandar)
Palapa’ Barambanga (Ajudan Datu’ Museng) – (Fauzul)
Counsellor (Juru Bahasa) – (Anugrah)
Datu’ Jarewe (Petinggi di Makassar) – (Ita Sari)
Dg. Jarre’ (Ajudan Jenderal Belanda) – (BJ)
Baso – (Hikmah)

Latar : Ruang Kerja Tumalompoa
Suasana : Siang Hari
Pengatur Latar : Hasmi
Pengatur Suara : Rani
Pengatur Lampu: Mujahidah

Baso : (masuk memberi salam untuk melapor) karaeng…

Datu Museng : how about your investigation?

Baso : Dg.Jarre is coming here…

Datu Museng : Thank you, go and keep an eye on him!

Baso : alright karaeng…

II

Datu Museng : Bongga Kananga…pa’lapa’ barambang…

P & B : yes karaeng…

Datu Museng : you have heard what Baso just says, haven’t you?

P & B : yes karaeng…

Datu Museng : then please hide for a second while watch my conversation with
Dg.Jarre.

I  have you to hide because I want Dg.Jarre’ sees no one except
me…



P & B : as you wish karaeng…

PALAPA BARAMBANG  AND BONGGA KANANGA DO WHAT DATU
MUSENG SAYS, THEN DG.JARRE’ ARRIVES BEFORE DATU
MUSENG…

Dg.Jarre : I’m sorry karaeng if I’m disturbing you…

Datu Museng : please…what do you want to say on your coming here?

Dg.Jarre : sorry karaeng…I come here to tell you something. Tumalompowa
has you to hand over all of your weapons and……(dengan ragu
dan takut)

Datu Museng : then what?

Dg.Jarre : anu…anu…anu karaeng…eeee your wife too…

Datu Museng : (dengan nada emosi dan kaget) are you on what you have said???

Dg.Jarre : pammopporanga’ karaeng…pangkulu’ja ku nisoweang..berangja’
ku nipate’ba’…I’m sorry my lord. I’m just a messenger…I just do
what Tumalompowa orders to me…

Datu Museng : ya…ya..I understand your position….then go back and tell your
master that there is nothing for him… get out of my sight right
now!

DG.JARRE’ GOES BACK SCARELY BECAUSE DATU MUSENG IS
ANGRY AFTER HE HEARS IT FROM DG.JARRE…THEN P & B COME
OUT THEN COME BEFORE DATU MUSENG…

Datu Museng : my friends,,,I will bet you have known what
Tumalompowa wants…

Bongga Kananga : so, what should we do, karaeng?

Pa’lapa’ barambanga : just say what you want, then we will do it, karaeng…

Datu Museng : but before I tell you, I’d like to ask something..

P & B : please karaeng…

Datu Museng : my tubaraniku…can you walk beside me until the death
says hello to us?

Bongga Kananga : karaeng.. ( sambil mencabut keris ) napunna niya’ seke’-
seke’ lalo ki     pariyolo… manna songkolo’ pa na
jangang na ku ri book… just put me on the line when the
mess comes… and I’ll be the last if it’s just for having fun
(then he puts back his deggar into its cover)



Datu Museng : and how about you palapa’ barambng?

Palapa’ Barambang : karaeng… (sambil mencabut keris) iyanne I tello’ si batu-
batunna ugi’. Iya ma’decca’e ri tana mangasa’… I’m
buginess in mangkasa’ that will give everything for you,
karaeng… (then he puts back his deggar into its cover)

Datu Museng : thank you my friends for your words to me… then let’s
prepare everything for it…

THEN P&B LEAVES DATU MUSENG ALONE, THEN BASO COMES
AGAIN TO REPORT ABOUT DG. JARRE…

Baso : karaeng… Dg. Jarre is to be here right now again… what
should I do? Should I stop him or let him to meet you?

Datu Museng : let him come to me…

Baso : alright, karaeng… (pergi sambil pamit)

BASO LEAVES ALONE DATU MUSENG, THEN DG. JARRE’ COMES
AGAIN BEFORE DATU MUSENG…

Datu Museng : do you want to say as same as before?

Dg. Jarre : pammopporanga’ karaeng… but you are rightkaraeng…

Datu Museng : (sambil menahan marah) Dg. Jarre’…!! You’d know what
I’ve said before… then get out of from my sight before I kill you.

DG. JARRE’ INTENDS TO RUN AWAY AFTER SEE DATU MUSENG’S
ANGER, BUT BEFORE HE RUNS AWAY MAEPA DEAPATI STOP HIM
AND SAY SOMETHING TO DG. JARRE’.

Maepa : wait Dg. Jarre’!!

Datu Museng : maepa…

Maepa : inform to your master that I never want to be his mine no
matter what... and my love is just for my Datu Museng.. do you understand??!!
The go away from my house!!!

DG. JARRE’ RUNS AWAY SCARELY AND BACK TO HIS MASTER
AND MAEPA SITS BESIDE OF DATU MUSENG…

Maepa : my lord… the unavoided dangerous is ur faith… Allah
SWT has decided that we hve to face it here… then in here also is our last…
(terdiam sejenak kemudian memanggil bongga Kananga).

Datu Museng : bongga Kananga… bongga kanangku…



Bongga Kananga : yes karaeng…

Datu Museng : please… tell palapa’ barambanga and the other to prepare
their words…

Bongga Kananga : alright karaeng…

THEN BASO COMES REPORT THAT TUMALOMPOA AND HIS
SOLDIER HAVE ENCIRCLE THEM…

: Karaeng they are arriving nd encircling us…

Datu Museng : huuummm….

Maepa : my lord…we have been surroundered…

Datu Museng : I know it my dear… we’ll fight until  thelast breath… we
can go back to Sumbawa, but it means we’ll take back our words…

Maepa : yes my lord… we have made a promise… if this a destiny
which Allah SWT gives to us, I will face everything even the death as long as I’m
with you my lord…

Datu Museng : ( he is just smiling to Maepa)

THEN THE VOICE OF WAR IS BEGUN…

Maepa : my lord… the enemieshave beaten our people down…

Datu Museng : ( he is just silent for a while) the time which we can’t
avoid has come my dear… my dear… just say your last
words…

Maepa : the last? Why my lor?

Datu museng : I feel it my dear… then just the last words of you’re my
dear…

Maepa : if I like that… my last words to wait you first in the
heaven…

Datu Museng : my dear…

Maepa : Maepa… (dengan raut muka sedih)

Maepa : if you love me my lord… please allow your matatarampa
toches my neck… on the name of Allah SWT… I’ll do it
sincerely because my ove to you my lord…

Datu Museng : on the name of Allah and my love to you… I’ll do what
you want my dear…



Maepa : let me totake wudhu before…

AFTER MAEPA TAKEA WUDHU, SHE LAY DOWN ON DATU
MUSENG…

Datu Museng : maepa… I do it because I love you so much…

Maepa : I know it my love… then do it… while smiling to datu
museng.

Datu Museng : bismillahirrahmanirrahim…!!!

MAEPA DIES ON THE DATU MUSENG HANDS…DATU MUSENG
BRING MAEPA DEAPATI’S CORPSE INSIDE THE HOUSE…THEN
DATU MUSENG TAKE A PRAY…

WHILE DATU MUSENG TAKE A PRAY, DG.JARRE SHOWS UP AND
INTENDS TO KILL DATU MUSENG FROM BEHIND, BUT HE
STOPPED BY BONGGA KANANGA…

Bongga Kananga : apa ero’ nu ahh??do you want to kill my karaeng…? Then
I will kill you…

BONGGA KANANGA FIGHTS DG.JARRE’ AND SUCCESS TO KILL
DG.JARRE’…BUT SUDDENLY KARAENG GALESONG COMES AND
KILL BONGGA KANANGA FROM BEHIND. THEN WITH THE
COMING OF KARAENG GALESONG, TUMALOMPOWA, JURU
BAHASA, AND DATU JAREWE COME TOO…

Tumalompowa : Datu Museng…here your end…

Datu Museng : then come…

Tumalompowa : karaeng Galesong…finish him…

KARAENG GALESONG ATTACK DATU MUSENG NCE…THEN THEY
TALK EACH OTHER WHILE THEY ARE IN FIGHT…

Datu Museng : ohhh…so, you are Karaeng
Galesong…alhamdulillah…I’m happy that Allah SWT let
me to meet with one of my family here…

Karaeng Galesong : my coming is not for talking about family… family is still
family, but you    are just a rebel…I will kill you.

Datu Museng : my brother…you are my family…but if you want to take
my life…then do it because I’m happy to die in my own
family than to die the bastards like you there…!

Karaeng Galesong : shut your mout…here I come…



DATU MUSENG AND KARAENG GALESONG ARE FIGHTS…THAN
DATU MUSENG IS KILLED KARENG GALESONG…

Datu Museng : I hope you are the last Makkassarian who blinds about the truth

of dutc…I’m happy to die on you my brother. ASHADUALLLA

ILAHA ILLALLAH…(tiba karaeng Galesong menusuk perut

Datu Museng )
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